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Methods are developed for obtaining finite difference solutions to 
steady-state free-surface (as well as confined) seepage problems. These 
solutions are accomplished by considering the total fluid head h and the 
stream function LjJ as the independent variable s and the coordinate s x 
and y as the dependent variables. For :most porous media flow 
problems the region of flow in this hL!; plane is rectangular, and 
consequently is well adapted to obtaining a solution by finite differences. 
The differential equations (based on Darcy's Law) which apply to 
non-homogeneous porous media flows in the hLJ; plane are developed. 
The applicability of the theoretical analysis is te sted by formulating 
and obtaining solutions to the boun.dary value problellls of seepage from 
channel's through non-homogeneous porous llledia to a drained layer at 
some specified depth. The permeability of the porous media in these 
problems has been permitted to vary according to three models. The 
first permits the permeability to be a linear function of the vertical 
coordinate y. The second allows the permeability to be specified as a 
function of y and h. The third permits the permeability to be a linear 
function of both x and y. The extension of the thimd model to permit 
the permeability to be a specified function of x, y, hand LjJ is 
discussed, but a computer prograrn to solve this general problem has 
not been written, because of the large requjrernents of computer 
memory. Several example solutions are presented for problems in 
which the variation of permeability has been specified in different ways. 

JlNTRODUCTION 
The seepage problems encountered in nature are generally 
three-dimensional y unsteady flow through nonhomogeneous porous 
media. To further complicate solving the pro blern one or more free 
surfaces are often present \Nhose positions are unknown. The more 
general of these problems have defied exact solution, and generally 
speaking, analytical solutions to problems with free surfaces have 
been limited to those involving steady state two~dim.ensional plane 
seepage through homogeneous m.edia. This restriction to plane 
seepage problems is a consequence of the methods generally used. 
This is exemplified by the 'velocity hoaograph method which formulates 
the problem in the plane of the velocity components and subsequently 
utilizes the theory of an analytic function of a cOITlplex variable to 
achieve the several transformations that are necessary to describe 
the flow analytically. The first such analytic solutions to seepage 
from channels were obtained by Vede::rnikov. (The method and results 
are given in Polubarinova,-Kochina (1952) and Harr (1962).) Vedernikov's 
solutions include plane seepage through rned ia of fin ite depth from 
ditches of triangular~ trapezoidal~ and other shapes. In addition~ by 
approximations Vedernikov and Muskat p 946) have given solutions when 
the seepage occurs to a drained layer at a finite depth. (The approximations 
appear justified since the results differ very little from other analyses. 
See Sokolov (19S1L Bruch and Street (l966L and Jeppson (1966).) 
Additional complicating features have been introduced in latter analytic 
solutions by Harnmad (l960L El ,~Nirnr (1 963)~ and Bruch and Street (1966) 
all of whom considered seepage from an infinite series of parallel ditches. 
(A.pparently both Hammad and El=Nimr rnade errors which led to 
erroneous results.) El~Nirrlr (1962; has given a solution for seepage 
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through two layers of isotropic homogeneous media with different 
permeabilities in which the interface between the layers is restricted 
to coincide with an equi-potential line. By finite differences Jeppson 
(1966) has given solutions for seepage through two layers of homogeneous 
isotropic or anisotropic media to a drained layer at a finite depth for a 
horizontal interface between the layers or through two layers of 
homogeneous isotropic media in which the interface can have a specified 
shape. 
All of this work has been restricted to the case of two-dimensional 
plane seepage 1 and to homogeneous media} at least in the separate layers. 
While the available solutions do give reasonable estimates of actual 
occurrences in nature for certain situations, the idealized assumptions 
cannot be justified for many situations in nature and therefore detract 
from the validity of the results when applied. This observation is born 
out by such field measurements as those by Hendricks and Warnick 
(1959, 1960, 1961). The deviations which occur between the measured 
and theoretical results appear to be primarily due to the nonhomogeneity 
of the porous media. One of the conditions along a free surface in steady 
state, namely that it is a streamline, suggests that using the stream 
function y; and the velocity potential cP (an orthogonal system) as the 
independent variables may have advantages. The second condition of 
constant pressure in the absence of a gravitational field gives a constant 
veloc ity, V, along the free surfac e suggesting that the log (V) and the 
angle giving direction of the flow e might be appropriate dependent 
variables. Log (V) gives an orthogonal system with e. In a gravitational 
field the constant pressure condition gives a linear relation between y 
and cP suggesting that in this case x and yare appropriate dependent 
variables. Several investigators have obtained solutions to fluid flow 
problems in the cPL\J plane by finite differences. Stanitz (1953) has 
designed channels with specified velocity distributions. Thorn and 
Apelt (1961) describe the general methods for finite difference solutions 
in the cP 4; plane and point out the advantage of such for:mulation by 
several ele:mentary exa:mples. Cassidy (1965) used the Log (V) and 
e in the cP 4; plane to analyze gravity flows over spillways. Markland 
(1965) selected x and y as the dependent variables for a problem 
similar to Cassidy's, namely that of water at a free overfall. Contrasting 
Cassidy's and Markland's procedure points out that the selection of the 
best dependent variables for a given problem. can greatly simplify the 
solution, even though some of the boundary conditions are nonlinear. 
Further Garg (1966) has used the same general lTIethod to find the 
distribution of head at a rectangular conduit outlet. Jeppson (1966) in 
addition to applying the sall1€ general procedure to jet and cavity 
problems also obtained solutions to problems of flow through porous 
m.edia. Charmonrnan (1967) also used a forrnulation in the cP LjJ plane 
to obtain the seepage between a canal and drain of fresh water above 
salt water. These laUer SOl~Jltions to porous media flow proble:ms are 
restricted to ho:mogeneous isotropic or anisotropic (the directional 
permeabilities are different but constant) porous media within separate 
layers, thus giving linear partial differential equations which govern 
the flow. 
However, by using finite differences, solutions can be obtained to 
nonlinear equation.s (see Arnes, 1965) as dernonstrated by several 
groups. Thorn. and Apelic (1933, 1958, 19b1) are Borile of the earlier 
pioneers in obtaining finite difference sohlHons to nonlinlXa:r partial 
differential equations. Recently a group at Los Alamos (see Evans and 
Harlow, 1957; Harlow, 1960; FrOITITn, 1961; From.Tn, 1963; Daly, 1963; 
Harlow and Welch~ 1965; Welch, e't all., 1966; Arnsden, 1966) have 
obtained solutions to the full dyna:mic equations of lTIotion. Also in the 
field of numerical weather prediction considerable strides have been 
made in this direction (see Thompson, 1961.; SrnagarinskY9 et al., 1965). 
The work of these groups has been in the physical plane and primarily 
concerned with hyperbolic type equations. Recently, however, some 
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effort ha1s been devoted to incoITlpressible flows where the basic 
equations exhibit elliptic properties requiring siITlultaneous solution 
for the values of the function at all grid points (see Welch et aL ~ 1966). 
For potential axisYITlITletric problem.s involving jetsand cavities 
with free surfaces 9 Jeppson (l966) forITlulated the probleITls in the 
plane of the potential function and Stokes streaITl function, and obtained 
the solution to the resulting nonlinear partial differential equations by 
applying an inner as well as the outer iteration used in the Gauss -Seidel 
method for obtaining solutions to boundary value probleITls. The 
equations which describe flow through n0uhoITlogeneous porous ITledia, 
in which the perITleability varies in a restricted linear ITlanner? are 
identical to those for potential axisymmetric flows. Therefore? the 
saIne techniques whi were successfully applied to axisYITlITletric flow 
probleITls should work equally well for the seepage problems in which 
the perITleability of the ITledia varie s in this restricted ITlanner. The 
procedures have been extended beyond the linear varia1t:ion of 
perITleabili1ty as will be described on the following pages. Several 
different models have been investigated in which the permeability 
varies in different manners. The first perITlits the permeability to 
vary linearly with the d epthas given by the eq'uation 
k -~ k (a + ~ y) 
o 
where k? ct and f3 are any specified constants, If a:::: 0 and 
a 
f3 :::: 1 the resulting equations based on Darcy's Law are identical to 
(1) 
axisymmetric potential fluid flow probleITls with the exception that the 
total fluid head h replaces the potential function <P and y replaces 
the radial coordinate r 0 
The second model investigated? which permits nonlinear 
variation of the perITleability~ is siITlilar to the first with the exception 
that both a and e> in Eq. (l) ITlight be any specified function of the 
total fluid head, i.e. a::: f(h) and f3 = g(h). While this second ITlodel 
does not permit any specified arbitrary variation of the permeability, 
it does permit a variation of perm.eability to be specified in the manner 
that may occur in many actual field situations. For example, in the 
problem in which the permeability decreases very rapidly near the 
surface of inflow due to clogging of the soil interstices, an exponential 
permeability variation with the total head for short distances near the 
source of liquid may describe the actual permeability very well. 
The third model permits the permeability to vary linearly in both 
the horizontal and vertical directions as given by the equat ion 
(2) 
in which k, a, ~ and 'Yare spec ified constants. Finally a model 
o 
is discussed in which a, ~ and 'Y might be specified functions of the 
total fluid head, the strearn function, or both the total fluid head and 
stream function. 
The developed equations and techniques have been applied to the 
problern of seepage from a channel through the porous media to a 
drained layer under the action of gravity. The same techn iques and 
methods are equally applicable to a wide variety of other free surface 




Darcy's law for two dimensional, steady flow, through porous 
media states that the directional superficial or seepage velocities are 








v = Oy y 
where the total fluid head is the sum of the elevation and pressure 
heads, or h = y + P/ry, u and v are the velocities in the x and y 
coordinate directions respectively, and k and k are the coefficients 
x y 
of permeability in these directions. The coefficients of permeability 
implicitly account for the unit weight and viscosity of the fluid and 
also the size and geometry of the interstices of the porous media. In 
some areas of study such as petroleum engineering, the effects of the 
K 
fluid and media are separatedj defining k = ~ where K is a 
x v x 
function of the porous media and v is the kinematic viscosity of the 
fluid. Eqs. (3a) have been verified experimentally to be valid for 
one-dim.ensional flow in which the coefficient of permeability is 
constant with re spect to position in the media, and has proved adequate 
for two,-dimensional solutions in which k and k are constants. It 
x y 
will be assumed that Eqs. (3a) are also valid for cases in which k 
x 
and k vary from point to point in the porous media. Further, for y 
the case in which the directional coefficients at any point are different 
but hold a constant ratio to each other throughout the seepage region, 
it will be assumed that either the x or y coordinate is transformed 
by x
t 
= (k /k ) 1 /2 x or y == (k /k ) 1 /2 y. That this transformation 
y x t x y 
applie s to the pro blern in the h4; plane as well a s the phys ical plane 
for anisotropic media has been demonstrated by Jeppson (1966). 








where k may vary in any prescribed manner from point to point in the 
porous med ia. 
Upon substituting Eqs. (3b) into the inco:mpressible, steady-state, 
two-d irnens ional continuity equation 
eu ov 
ex + dy == 0 o • • • • • • (4) 
one obtains the following equation which describes the flow in the 
physical plane 0 
d2h dk dh 2 dk dh d h 0 k- + :::::::- :;:;- + k~·· + 2\y s- = dx2 Ox Ox 2 oy dy 
(5 ) 
Often it is more convenient to deal 'INith the stream. function 4; 
instead of the tota 1 head h. Since the velocity vector is tangential to 
lines for which LjJ equals a constant (caned streamlines) the differential 
stream function is related to the veloc COll1ponel1.ts by (see Vallentine, 
1959) 
d LjJ = udy - vdx 




u = and v = (6) 
By combining Eqs. (6) with (3b) and differentiating to eliminate h, one 
arrives at 
(7 ) 
Solutions to confined seepage problems can be obtained by 
approximating the derivatives in either (5) or (7) by polynomials, and 
applying the methods of finite differences. For problems in which free 
surfaces are present, whose positions are unknown 1 this approach can-
not be used, at least in a straight forward manner. In steady flow free 
surfaces are also streamlines. (This excludes a surface of seepage. ) 
Consequently, free surface problems can be solved more readily in the 
plane of the total fluid head and stream function, L e. the hLj; plane, for 
other quantities which describe the flow such as the x and y coordinates. 
In fact, if x{h, tV) and y(h, L/J) are selected as the dependent variables, 
a £lownet can be plotted readily from a finite difference solution by 
simply connecting the points which denote the position of each pair of 
coordinates given at each grid network point in the hL/J plane. This is 
possible because each such grid network point represents the intersection 
of an h = constant line with a L/J = constant line. 
The partial differential equations which describe the flow in terms 
of x(h,Lj;) and y(h,L(;) can be derived by following the rules of trans-
formation of variables (see~ for example, Taylor, 1955), that is if 
h = F(x, y) and L/J = G(x~ y) then x = f(h, Lj;) and y = g(h, 4;) such that 





ex 1 eh 




where the Jacobian J is given by the determinant 
dh dh 
dX dy u v 
2 
J = dL(; dL/J -- - V 
dX dy -v u 
Substituting (8d) and (8a) into the relation u = - k dh/dx = 
d LfJ /d y res ul t s in, 
(9) 
Likewise substituting (8b) and (8e) into the r~lation v = - k dh/dy = 
- dl);/dx gives, 
(l0) 
Eqs. (9) and (l0) are very similar to the Ca~lchy~Riernann equations. 
In fact, for k equal to any constant, a linear transformation of y; or 
h would yield the CaL1chy-Riell1ann equ.ations, and if k equals the 
constant one,flO transfor'ITlation is necessaryo For k equal to any 
constant, it can. easily be shown frorn (9~ and (10) that in the hL/J plane 
lines of constant y values are orthogonal to lines of constan.t x values, 
just as the h = constant lines f01"ll1 an orthogonal set with the ljJ = 
constant lines in the physical plane. For a variable k one would expect 
that neither the streamlin.es and equal head or potential lines are 
orthogonal in the physical plane or that the x:= constant lines are 
orthogonal to the y = constant lines in the hL/J plane. However, just 
9 
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as the Cauchy-Riemann equations can be used to determine the other 
one of the conjugate functions once one is known~ Eqs, (9) and (10) may 
be integrated to obtain the solution of x from a solution of y, or y 
from a solution of X9 provided k can be evaluated properly, Thus 
for example, if k is a function of y, h, and y;, the solution for x 
may be obtained by integrating Eq. (9) along LjJ = constant grid lines 
as indicated by the equation, 
x = (11 ) 
or along h = constant grid lines with the equation, 
x = S h ~ ( ~ ~ ) cp dcp (12) 
In Eqs, (11) and (12) the subscripts by the integral signs indicate the 
line along which the integration is to proceed and the subscript of the 
partial derivative makes clear which variable is being held constant in 
determining the derivative. Procedures for carrying out the numerical 
integrations indicated by (11) and (12) using a finite difference solution 
for yare de s cr ibed in A.ppend ix A .. 
Likewise the solution for y may be obtained from a known solution 
of x by us ing the following equations, provided that k is a function of 




Thus in a sense, the solution is complete upon obtaining a solution of 
either of the inverse functions y(h~ 4J) or x(h, l\J) if k is known as a 
function of h, LjJ and that variable who Be solution is known. For the 
case in which k is also a function of the other variable Eqs. (11) 
through (14) cannot be used. In such problems it is necessary to solve 
for both inverse variables x(h,~) and y(h,4;) simultaneously. The 
methods used to do this are described later. For those cases for which 
k is only a function of one of the variables x or y, the other variable 
may be eliITlinated by differentiating and combining Eqs. (9) and (10). 
Thus the equation for x(h, l/J) can be obtained by differentiating (9) with 
respect to hand (10) with respect to 4; and combining the results to 
~2 .~ ~ 2 
eliITlinate the corrnnon term () y/oh()~) ::: C y/dY;dh giving 
2 ,,2 ex ek dk ex d x 2 d x , 1 
-- + k , rl~' dy - Ch eh = 0 (15 ) " 2 dLjJ 2 
T K k dh v " 
On the other hand x may be eliminated by differentiating (9) with 
respe_ct to y.s and PO) ,~lith respect to h. L'-\£ter com.bining the results 
the following equation for y re suIts 
2 dk ~ 2 C y. k 
2 + k el/J cy eyJ 
(16 ) 
It should be noted that for k equal to a constant value {which specifies 
that the porous media is homogeneous} Eqs. (15) and! p 6) both reduce 
to Laplace I s equation (7 2 x == 0 and 'V 2y ::: O~ in the h~) plane afte r a 
linear change of either h or \~ to elirninate the constant k. For a 
variable k, however, the nonlinear Eqs. (15) and (16) must be solved. 
Because the equations for the homogeneous case are of the elliptic type, 
one would expect that (15) and (16) are also elliptic, and consequently 
for a well set probleITl it is necessary to establish boundary conditions 
for all boundaries enclosing the region of seepage flow. That Eqs. (15) 
and (16) are indeed elliptic follows iITlrnediately from the definition of 
1 1 
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an elliptic equation (Courant and Hilbert, 1962, p. 163). This, if one 
puts a general second-order differential equation for the function f in 
the norITlal forITl afhh + 2 bfhL/J + cf~~ + d = 0, the equation is elliptic 2 
if ac~b > 0. Here a, b, c, and d are given functions of h, ~, f, 
2 
fh and f4;' For Eq. (15) a = 1, b = 0, c =: k, and d == k(ex/e~) (ek/eLj;) 
2 2 
- 1 /k(ek/eh) (ex/eh), and hence ac-b = k (greater than zero). 
Therefore Eq. (15) is elliptic. Since the saITle value s of a, c, and b 
apply to Eq. (6) it is also elliptic. 
The nUITlerical solution of nonlinear elliptic equations has not been 
considered in any generality in the literature. Individual probleITls have 
been handled on an ad hoc basis, often by using extensions of the 
techniques and ITlethods used for linear partial differential equations. 
AITles (1965) has sUITlITlarized and reviewed the current state of the art. 
Analytic solutions to nonlinear probleITls are generally not possible. By 
applying finite difference techniques, solutions which appear reasonable 
froITl a physical exaITlination of the probleITl, can result even though 
from a ITlatheITlatical viewpoint it is iITlpossible to show that the 
solution is unique, or even that a solution exists. 
The approach used to obtain the solutions to Eqs. (15) and (16) is 
to develop a finite difference operator by replacing the derivatives by 
diffe rence s. Thi s ope rator is sati sHed at eac h gr id network po int by 
using an inner iteration. The usual outer iteration which is used in 
finite differences solutions, is subsequently applied to satisfy the 
relations between consecutive grid points as well as boundary values. 
Before discussing in ITlore detail this nUITlerical approach, the several 
ITlodels which have been investigated are described, This description 
is necessary because the finite difference operators are different for 
each of these ITlodels. 
Permeability as a linear function of 
Y-ITlodel nUITlber one 
The first ITlodel which has been investigated, as ITlentioned in the 
introduction, perITlits the perITleability to vary linearly with the y 
cQordinate as given by Eq. (1). Differentiating (1) with respect to 4; 
gives dk/dLJi = k ~ dy/d~ 
o 
gives dk/dh = k ~ dy/dh. 
o 
and differentiating (1) with respect to h 
Upon substituting these equivalents of dk/dljJ 
and dk/dh into Eq. (16) gives 
k 2 = 0 
o 
(1 7) 
This equation is the one to be solved. The x(h,~) coordinates 
can be obta ined from the solution of y(h9 lJ;} through either Eq, (11) 
or Eq, (12). These last two equations can be used in obtaining the 
solution for x in this model because once y is known the coefficient 
of permeability is also known~ k being only a function of y. An 
alternative approach would be to derive an equation similar to Eq. (17) 
for x and solve it. GenerallY1 this latter approach requires 
considerably more computation but it may be necessary under certain 
circumstances. These circumsitances occur for analysis type 
problems in which the geometry is specified in the physical plane. 
Figure 1 depicts the boundary value problem for seepage from 
a channel through the nonhomogeneous porous media to a drained layer 
at some specified finite depth. Because of symrnetrY1 it is nece~sary 
to consider only one~hal£ the total area of seepage in the formulation, 
ConsequenUY1 the region in the h~ plane includes that area from 
the centerline of the channelj denoted. by ~ = O? to the line of 
seepage. The boundary conditions are as follows for this region: 
1. Along the drained layer y ::= O. (The origin of the coordinates has 
been selected at the drained layer through the centerline of the channeL) 
2. Along the centerline y does not change with respect to ~ and 
consequ~ntly the boundary condition is dy/d~::: O. 3. The boundary 
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Figure 1. Formulation of the boundary value problem used to 
obtain the solution of seepage from a trapezoidal ditch 
through porous media whose permeability varies linearly 
with depth. 
channel such as shown on Fig. 1 this boundary consists of two parts. 
For that portion along the bottom the condition is y::: H - D where H 
is the distance between the drained layer and the water surface in the 
channel and D is the depth of water in the channel. The condition for 
the side of the channel can be derived from the fact that it consists of a 
line of constant total fluid head h, 1. e. h::: constant. Using the 
definition of a partial derivative gives dh::: (eh/dx)dx + (dh/dy)dy ::: 0, 
but since dx/dy = z (the slope of the channel side}f this equation 
reduces to -z{dh/dx) = dh/dy. Substituting expressions from 




For a triangular channel the bottom. vanishes and (18) applies over the 
entire boundary. For a rectangular channel z = 0 and the condition 
for the side reduces to dy/dh = O. Finally, it would be possible to 
spec ify y(~) along the boundary of the d itch. The final shape of the 
ditch from the last specification would be determined as part of the 
solution. 4. The dual condition applies along the line of seepage that 
it is streamline and that the pressure is atmospheric. The constant 
atmo spheric pre s sure may be as signed zero without los s of generality. 
The first of these conditions forces the line of seepage to coincide with 
the largest 4;::: constant line of the flow region, and tJhe second gives 
y ::: h as the condition for y. 
Permeability as a function of y and the 
total fluid head - -model number two 
In the second model the permeability is permitted to vary in a 
nonlinear manner by permitting a and ~ in Eq. (1) to be functions of 
the head h. In this m.odel k is again not a function of x and consequently' 
the approach is very similar to that needed for the first model. The 
15 
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essential difference is that additional terms which involve derivatives 
must be added to Eq. (17). These additional terms are the two partial 
derivatives of k in Eq. (16) given by dk/d4; = k ~(h)dy/d4; and dk/dh = 
o 
k dc:t(h)/dh + k yd~(h)/dh + k ~(h)dy/dh resulting in 
o 0 0 
(19 ) 
when substituted into Eq. (16). The boundary value problem is identical 
to that shown on Fig. 1, when Eq. (19) is the governing equation instead 
of (17) as shown on the figure. 
With a minor amount of additional algebra this mode 1 could be 
extended to include the case for which c:t and ~ are functions of both h 
and y.s. 
Permeability as a linear function of 
x and y- -model number three 
The third model permits the permeability to vary as a linear 
function of both x and y. In this mode 1 k is unknown until both x 
and yare known. Consequently, the solution for x(h, L(;) must be 
obtained simultaneously with the solution y(h 9 lJ.1), and a differential 
equation for both x and y must be solved as boundary value problems. 
These differential equations can be obtained by substituting the 
derivatives of Eq. (2) (dk/dL(; = 'Yk dX/d4; + ~ k dy/d4; = k 'Y dX/d4; -
o 0 0 




The boundary value problems for this model are shown on Fig. 2 
The conditions for yare very similar to those for the first model. 
There are several alternatives available to specify boundary conditions 
for x. For a symmetric problem x = 0 along the centerline. For the 
drained layer either a nor:mal derivative could be used for the boundary 
condition (ex/eh = 0) or the values of y might be used by integrating 
Eq. (12). Arguments can be presented for either approach. By using 
the latter approach, which is shown on Fig. 2 the boundary is of the 
Dirichlet type with its values altered slightly each iteration until the 
field becomes settled. The latter approach also makes the programming 
easier, and does not require special operators for the final grid point on this 
boundary. 
Along the line of seepage either ex/elf; = l/k or Eq. (11) might 
be used. The latter has again been selected. Finally for a trapezoidal 
channel the boundary consisting of the side and bottom of the channel 
needs to be considered separately. Along the side the x values have been 
obtained from geometric considerations and Eq. (12) has been used for 
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Figure 2. ForITlulation of the boundary value probleITl used to 
obtain the solution of seepage £rOITl a trapezoidal 
ditch through porous ITledia whose perITleability 
vary as a linear function of x and y" 
The formulation given in Fig. 2 assumes that the problem is 
symmetric about the centerline. While this restriction does limit the 
model to special real situations, it does, however, give a model well 
adapted to develop and test the methods and techniques for obtaining a 
solution. By doubling the size of the region to include the entire area 
of seepage the non- symmetric problem might be solved. This solution 
would require considerably more computer time for the same accuracy 
and twice the amount of computer storage capacity as the symmetric 
problem. The boundary value problem for the nonsymmetric case 
would replace the condition along the centerline by a condition similar 
to that for the other line of seepage. Further for a trapezoidal channel 
duplicate logic would be required for the second portion. The 
integration for x along the boundary could begin at the intersection of 
the line of seepage and the drained layer and proceed around the entire 
region of flow. Any error in not closing on the beginning point could be 
distributed by some pl"edeterITlined rule. 
An extension of this third model to that where the permeability is 
specified as some function of hand/or 4; can easily be done in much 
the same manner as was done £01' model number one to get the second 
model. The following partial derivatives of k could be substituted 






This last extension of ITlodel nUITlber three has not been prograITlITled, 
but the writer is convinced that such a :model pre sents no additional 
di££iculties 9 except requiring considerably ITlore cOITlputer ITleITlory to 
store those value s of the coefficients which would otherwise need to be 
recoITlputed ITlany tiITles during the process of obtaining the solution. 
NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS 
The solutions to the previous boundary value problems have been 
obtained by approximating the continuous variables of the problem by 
polynomials in local intervals defined by a grid network and obtaining 
the simultaneous solution of the resulting large system of equations. 
This general approach to obtaining a solution to partial differential 
equations is commonly called "finite differences." A brief description 
of finite difference methods for linear probleITls is given in A.ppendix A .. 
The first part of A.ppendix A. describes how finite difference operators 
are obtained from the partial differential equations. The next section 
includes a brief discussion of selected iterative methods of solving the 
resulting system of equations. The last parts of this appendix are devoted 
to methods of numerical differentiation and integration that are needed to 
solve such equations as (11) through (14). Readers who are not familiar 
21 
with these methods should read A.ppendix A before proceeding with this section. 
This section describes the extensions of procedures used for linear 
systems and that have been used to 0 btain solutions to the defined problems. 
The finite differenc e operators us ed to solve the problems have 
been of the five-point type andy therefore$ approximate the functions 
by second-degree polynomials in each local interval between three 
consecutive grid points. Operators with higher order truncation errors 
could be developed. Due to the increased cOITlplexity of the resulting 
equations~ the added algebra involved in combining these equations 
with boundary conditions ~ and stability difficultie s that are often as soc iated 
with such operators, it hardly seem.s advisable to use operators of other 
than this simplest kind, such as the five-point operator. 
22 
In"order to work in a square grid network in the entire region of 
flow, the total head coordinate h has been transformed to a normalized 
total head h defined by h = k h, where k is a representive 
t t a a 
permeability for the seepage region, and in the FOR TRAN programs 
its value has been taken as an average permeability. By letting the 
spacing of the h = constant grid lines equal the spacing of the y; = 
t 
constant grid lines (Ah
t 
= ALji), the value for k in all of the preceding 
o 
equations should be replaced by k /k as h is replaced by h The 
oat 
quantity k /k has been denoted in all further equations by k and h 
o a 0 t 
by h Consequently, the values of k in the finite difference operators 
o 
which are given in the following pages are not greatly different from 
unity. 
The finite difference operator for the first model can be obtained 
by replacing the derivattves of Eq. (17) by second order central differences, 
as described in Appendix A. After collecting coefficients of like powers 
of the value at the grid point in question, the following fourth degree 
polynomial operator results. 
23 4 22 23 3 22 22 [2 k ~] Y + [ 6 k a ~ - k ~ (Y2 + Y4)] y + [ 6 k a ~ - 3 k a ~ (Y2 + Y4 ) 
o 0 0 0 a a 0 
k 2 ~3 
+2~ __ 0 __ 
4 
(23 ) 
In this operator (and also subsequent operators) subscripts have been used 
to denote the grid points as follows: Yo = y(I, J), Y1 = y(I+1, J), Y2 = y(I, J+1), 
y 3 = Y (I - 1, J), and y 4 = Y ( I? J - 1) in w h i chI den 0 t est hen urn be r 0 f the 
h = constant grid line and J denotes the number of the LjJ = constant grid line. 
The operator for the centerline of the flow region can be obtained 
by setting the central difference expression for dY/dLf; equal to zero. 
This leads immediately to the fact that the value at a nonexistent grid 
point on the h = constant lines must equal Y2' Therefore, the operator 
for the boundary condition for the centerline is identical to (23) with the 
value of y 4 set equal to the value of yZ. 
The only other boundary condition which requires an operator is 
the side of the channel. This operator can be obtained by combining the 
second order central difference expression for Eq. (18) with (23) to 
23 
eliminate the value VI at the grid point outside the region. The collect-
ion or coefficient of like powers of y results in the operator 
o 
23 4 22 23 3 22 22 [Zk ~] y + [6k a ~ - k ~ {Yz+v }] Y + [6k a ~ + 2~ - 3k a ~ (Y2+ Y ) o 0 0 0 "'4 0 0 0 4 
2 k o2~3 2 2 2 2 3 2 Z 
-ko~ z(Y2- Y4)+ 4 (z -1) (Y2~Y4) ] Yo +[2ko a -3ko a ~ (YZ+Y4) 
k 2a~2 
-2koa~z(Y2-Y4)-2~Y3+ O 2 
For this operator the subscript 0 denotes points on the equi-total 
head grid line coinciding with the channel. Denoting the value of I by 
NP for this equi-total head line makes Yo = y(NP, J), Y3 = y(NP-l, J), 
yz = y(NP, J +1) and y 4 ::: y(NP, J -1). 
(24 ) 
By selecting the ratio of spacing of equi-total head to stream ,function 
grid lines equal to unity (Ah/AL/J::: 1), makes it impossible to specify 
the geometry of the channel completely. This difficulty might also be 
recognized by noting that if the nUITlber of streamlines is selected, the 
correct number of equi-total head line s needed to form a £lownet 
consisting of squares is unknown. Consequently, some geometric para-
meters cannot be specified, but their values must be determined from 
24 
the solution. The values for the width of the channel bottOTI1 2B and 
the slope of the side z have been left unspecified. Of these two values 
only z is needed during the process of obtaining the solution for y, 
since its value is used in (24). The value of the bottoTI1 width results 
froITl the integration of Eq. (11) or (12) after the solution for y is 
obta ined. The value of z is a lte l' ed l' epea tedl y dur ing the solution for 
y by satisfying the condition of the problem that the depth of fluid in 
the channel is equal to D. This condition is satisfied by setting 
in which x
t 
- xb represents the change in x between the top of the 
water surface to the bottom corner of the channel. This change in x is 
obta ined by nUITle ricall y inte g rat ing Eq. (12) by the proc ed ure s de scribed 
in Appendix A. 
It would be entirely possible to solve the problem of cOTI1pletely 
specified geoITletry by following the techniques used by Jeppson (l966) 
for plane seepage problems, in which a cycle of solutions was used each 
subsequent one of which was for the probleITl ITlore correctly formulated. 
This approach was not programmed since the major emphasis in this 
study is to develop the techniques for obtaining solutions to problems of 
seepage through' nonhon10geneous media, and this represents a refine-
ment in the prograTI1ming techniques, and does not test the applicability 
of the theory. 
For the second model in which a and ~ become functions of the 
total head h, the operator for the interior grid points can be obtained 
in the same manner as (23), This operator which is given below has 
two terms in addition to those of (23), 
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23 4 22 23 3 22 22 [ 2 k t3] y + [ 6 k a t3 - k t3 ( Y2 + Y )] Y + [ 6 k a t3 - 3 k at3 (y + Y ) 
o 0 0 0 40 0 0 24 
k 2 at3 2 
+2a __ 0 __ 
2 
k 2 t3 a 2 
o 
4 
= 0 . (26) 
Additional terlllS over those in lllodel one lllUSt be included for the operator 
for the side of the channel. This operator 1S 
23 4 22 23 3 22 22 [ 2 k t3] y + [6 k at3 - k t3 ( Y2 + Y4 )] Y + [ 6 k a t3 - 3 k a t3 ( Y2 + Y ) 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 





a ~(Y2+Y4) -2t3Y3+koz (2 Ch +2 Ch t3)(y2 -y4 ) 
2 p'2 
ko a I-' 2 2 2 3 
+2a+ 2 (z -1) (Y2 -Y4 ) ] Yo -ko a (Y2+ Y4) -2aY3 
k 2 a 2 t3 
o 
4 
2 2 (z -1) (Y2 -y 4) = 0 
(27) 
Operators (23), (24), (26) and (27) are all fourth degree polynolllials 
in terms of the value of y at the gr id point in que stion. In the Gaus s-
o 
Siedel method for obtaining an interative solution, (see Appendix A for 
a description of this method) the values of the surrounding grid points 
are considered known during each sweep across the grid network points. 
Consequently, the values of y must be repeatedly solved for from the 
o 
fourth degree polynomial equations. The method which has been 
26 
selected for obtaini.ng these solutions is the Newton-Raphson iterative 
method. This additional iteration constitutes an inner iteration in 
addition to the Gauss~Siedel outer iteration. Other methods for solving 
the polynomial could be used. While the Newton-Raphsolt1 method may 
have certain limitations, it gives rapid convergence (second order 
convergence) to the root. Trlis:l.s a very important feature needed to 
conserve computer ti.me sl.nce the needed roots are redetermined many 
times during the solution. By the Newton-Raphson rnethod (see 9 for 
example 9 Kunz, 19579 po 10)9 the solution of the above mentioned 
finite difference operators are obtained by the iterative equation 
f{y, ) 
1 (28 ) 
in w hieh the 0 sub sel' ipt ha s be en deleted from y 9 and in which {(y,) 
1 
is the value of the polynomial f~J.nctlon (10 e, value of the operator) for 
the ith iterative value of yr and f9 is the derivative of this 
function evaluated for the sarne va lue of y. The iteration is terminated 
when the change between consecutive i1te rations Cf {y J / f 0 (y J ) be c om e s 
1 1 
less than the prescri.bed error, 
The root of the function to which the Newton-Raphson method 
converges depends upon the starting value" These multiple possible 
roots at each grid point are a direct consequence of the nonlinear 
partial differential equations for the problems. Consequently~ it is not 
possible to show that a unique solution exis The hope is that by 
starting the solution with the values of y initialized in some reasonable 
way, that the NewtoIO~Raphson method wiH always sUP.R1y the correct 
root9 and that the corf'ec~: solution will result as the finaJl product of the 
inner and outer iterations. It is easy to v::!sualize 11l.ov;l an incorrect 
root at any grid poin.t during any Heration could soon affect the values at 
all other grid points" In practice when this happens very rapid changes 
take place between consecutive values of the outer iteration. It: is 
undoubtedly possible to build into a program the elaborate logic needed 
to insure that the Newton-Raphson method does not supply an unwanted 
root from the operator. This would require added execution time. The 
expedient which has been used in the FORTRAN IV prograrns is to 
terminate the process immediately whenever too rapid a change occurs 
in the values of y between consecutive iterations. Examination of the 
results produced up to that point could supply insight for better 
initialization. In the problems solved to date, the supplying of incorrect 
roots has not caused difficulties. 
For the case considered earlier in which the permeability is a 
function of both x and y, (model number three) it is necessary that 
finite difference operators for both Eqs. (20) and (21) be developed. By 
using second order approxirnations as before these operators are 
respectively, 
23 4 22 22 23 3 
f (x ) = [2 k cy] x + [ 6 k f3 'Y y + 6 k a 'Y - k cy (x
z 
+ x 4)] x 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 2 2 2 2 
+[6k a 'y -3k r (a+f3y ) (x2+x4 ) + 12k af3'yy o 0 0 0 0 
22 2 2 23 2 2 22 
+Z'y+6k f3 ry ] x +[Zk a -3k 'y{o: +2 Ct f3y +f3 y )(x +x ) 
o 0 0 0 0 a 0 24 
2 2 3 3 
+ 6k af3y (ct+~ly )+2k f3 y +Z(a+f3y) - r(x +x ) 
o 0 0 0 0 0 13 
x 
o 
23 2 2232 
-k (a +3a f3y +3af3 y +f3 y )(x2 +x4 )-(a+f3y)(x 1+x3 ) o 0 0 0 0 
y 2 
+ 4" (x 1 -x3 ) = 0 (29) 
27 
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Figure 5· Flownet for k=O'OOI(I-O'05y) 
(see Table 2 for solution) 
q - oZZ', ds/ft loss 
ZO' 
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Table 2. Coordinates of Flownet on Fig. 5· 
VARIATION OF P[RrJFI\f1ILITY GIVr:~! f'Y V=fl.on1(?n-n. fl "YI 
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toward the channel as given by k = 0.001 (l, 0 + O. 05y). Shown in 
Fig. 5 and given in Table 2 is the solution to a problem in which the 
permeability decreases in the upward direction as given by 
k = 0.001 (2.0 - 0005y)0 By contracting these nNO solutions it becomes 
apparent that in the latter less seepage occurs for the same size channel 
and consequently the region of seepage below the channel is smaller. 
A s the permeabil ity decreases more rapidly at the higher elevations 
this effect becomes more pronounced. This result is shown in the 
solutions given in Figo 6 (and Table 3) and Fig. 7 (and Table 4) in 
which the permeability is given re specti"vely by k = 00001 (2.0 - Oo075y) 
and k = 0.001 (2.0 - 00 09y)0 These latter figures clearly show that 
the width through which seepage occurs begins to decrease as the 
drained layer is approached. In practice the line of seepage probably 
drops nearly vertically from the point of maximum. ~width and the 
region below this point does not contain saturated flow 0 This general 
effect can be seen from the channel seepage measurements of 
Hendricks and Warnick (1959, 1960 y and 1961) w"here a silt crust 
built up around the channel making the permeability close to the 
channel boundary much less than that in the sand loam soil beneath 
the channe l. 
A variation of m.odel one is shown by the solution given in Fig. 8 
and Table 5 where the channel is not trapezoidal but of a shape speci-· 
fied by giving the y coordinates for each of the LjJ ::: constant grid lines 
used in the numerical solutiol'L For this problem. the perm.eability 
was specified to vary according to the equation k :::: 00001 (200 - 00 05y)o 
Since the distance betw'een the water surface and the drain is 20 feet~ 
the permeability of the ITledia just above the drained layer is twice that 
at the surface. Using a computer program. derived iroIn the one listed 
in Appendix B this last solution vvas obtained by (l} adding a RE.AD 
statement which sets the y coordinates of the channe1 9 (2) by deleting 
those statements in the SUBROUTINE YCORD which adjust the values of 
y(NH~ J) along the chalmel boundarY9 and (3) by including the statements which 
41 
42 
Figure 6· Flownet for k =0,001 (2 -0'075 Y ) 
(see Table 3 for solution) 
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Tab Ie 3· Coordinates of Flownet on Fig. 6· 
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Tab Ie 4 Coordinates of Flownet on Fig, 7' 
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operate on the subdivided network near the bottom. corner of the ditch, 
A.lso m.inor changes are needed in the SUBROUTINE XCORDo 
Permeability as a function of y and 
the total fluid head 
Solutions to problems in which the magnitude of the permeability of 
the porous media may also be a function of the total head as well as the 
depth have been obtained by the computer prograITl listed in A.ppendix C. 
Essentially the sam.e input pararneters are needed in order to obtain a 
solution froITl this program as were' neeqed fo--r the, ,program whiQ:h is " 
listed in A.ppendix Bo A.lso the saIT1e methods of solving the problems 
are used in this program. as in the program for model number one. This 
progra:m., however j requires lYlore storage capacity to retain the values 
of those coefficients in the finite difference operators which are only 
functions of the total fluid head c %.\18 eliITlinat eq." the need to recoITlpute 
these values during each iteration o In addition the SUBROUTINE 
FUNCTS must be modified for each probleITl in order to specify the 
functional relationships for the paraITleters a and ~ (denoted by A.(I) 
and B(I) respectively in the FORTRA.N program.), In addition to these 
relationships this SUBROUT INE requires that one half of the derivatives 
of a and ~ with respect to h be specified (in the FORTRA.N program. 
1/2 da(dh is given by DA.2(I) and 1 /2 d~/dh is given by DB2(I))0 
The solutions to several probleITls using different specifications of 
the functions a (h) and ~ (h) have been obtained. In Fig, 9 and Table 6, 
the solution is given to the problem in which the perrneability is given by 
k = 0.001(2, 0 ~ 0, 05y} for the first 20 h ::: constant grid lines and for the 
next 21 h::: constant grid lines, L eo for I::: 21 j 22" 41 
2 
k = 0, OOl(a - 0, 05y) where a::: 20 0 ~ 0, 5[(I~20)/21J ' (Only one-half 
of the se equi.- head and stream. line s have been plotted on Fig, 9,) Fig 0 10 
(and Table 7) and Fig. 11 (and Table 8) show the effect as the perm.eability 
is decreased even further as one approaches the channeL For the problem 
of Fig. 10 the perlTIeability has been specified by k = 0 0001 (2. 0 ~ 0.05y) 
for 1= 1, 2j 20 and k = O. 001(0, ~ 0. 05y) where a= 2. 0 
~O. 75 [(1.-20)/21J 2 for I::: 21, 22, ,41 j and Figo 11 k= 0, 001(2. 0 - O. 05y) 
{
2.0 for I ~ 20 Figure 9- Flownet for k=0·OOI(d-0-05y). ex= 2--05[(1-20)121]2. forI>20 
(s e e Tab I e 6 fo r sol uti 0 n ) 
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Tab Ie e, Coordinates of Flownet on Fig· II, 
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11."1, 
1 1 • ~r 
1> .• '. n 
11." " 
I',. ".~ 
1 ~: • , I' 
1',. (,r 
1"2.7(.., 





111 • 7~ 
1'·.1" 
1". (·7 





1': • (,? 
1 ["'. t; ~ 
1". nr 
1 r:- • SF, 
1 ('.'l ') 
l{I.( fl 




, (~ • n I, 
1 ( • r n 
1 f· .nr. 
17. n" 
14.LI} lS.1n 1~"'.;''--1 ll,.l4(' 1[....'1 1').("'2.. If).17 l{....'Ll If .h" lr-.,.C'r 17.?r 17.,,;'1 l(l.nn lQ.,n 10.t:;n 
I ':f X t·: • $ .. U 7. ;'.11 7 • -;? '-\ • , F P , (, "f tJ. ? n r) • "7 r"'l 1 n • "l. {" 1 1 • n 1 1 1 • ( 1 , ? • 'l1: [ 1 "'t. 1 n 111 • 1 fl 1 r, • II (~ , ., • ( "7 
'y 1') • n 7 1 ~-I • ~') I L, • Lt, 1 1, • t, Ii 1 c... • q l) ! () • !l ("l 1 ( .• ~ ") } ; .... r. r' 1:. q [/ 1 7. III 1 7 • I~ -r 17. 'l ~ 1 q. ? 4 1 P • 7 n 1 0 • r n 
PJ.( n.CO 7.;'Q 7.7,., t'.?;- 11.7:'1 ~~,"";> (1.77 1 ().""ZII 11.n'Z 11.r,r 1".,,)"Z l~.ln 111.1(", l r,."l.n lP.r,-:z:, 
y ll':.],"\ 1~,.~1, It .l,q 1('.7[, l c,.(",t, 1 {....""'l 1! .'lC, II',." ,-7.")n 17.{'~ In.nn IJ,./I":t. 1.n.()~, 1r.cf) 
41X 1,.I~rl 7.;)(! 7.7. 1,.;'1 P.(l~ ';.~1 ".7, 1'1."7"]' "'.~"'" 11.'7 1?":t.l l~.lr, 11~.1') It:...'-=' 17 ")-:Z: 
lS ... )~ 11="~.41 l[l.f" ll,.!',~ 1('.(>(' If •. 'C) 1, .• l(, Ir,.I' '7. 1)r. 17."ZC '7.'"'t lO.1? l~.t,h In.l? ;)n.'1tl 
59 
60 
for I = 1 ~ 29 ' 2 0 and k ::::~ 00 001 (a ~ 00 05 y) w he rea ::: 2 0 0 
- 0 0 9 0 [ (I - 20 ) / Z 1 ] 2 for I'~ 2 1 j 22?, 41 0 In t hi s 1 a s t pro bl em the 
perrneability of the media is twenty times as great just above the 
drained layer as at the \\7ater surface j and 5,72 times as great just 
above the drained layer as at thE:: bottom of the channeL 
Additional solutions have been obtained using a somewhat simplified 
version of the computer program 'wbich is given in Appendix Co This 
prograrn determines the shape of the channel resulting from a specification 
of y(NH, J~. Figso 12 j 13 9 149 1 iJ and 16 (with the accompanying Tables 
9, 10 9 119 12 and 13) show in, consecutive order the effect as the 
permeability decreases toward the channeL The variation of the 
permeability of the media in these last five figures has been specified 
by using the same function,al relationship as in the three previous figures 
and is given on the figures thernseJ,veso 
The next three Figs. 179 18 9 and 19 {and Tables 149 15, and 16) 
contain solutions in which the permeability of the media is only a function 
of the total head h and not a] so a function of the vertical coordinate y 
as in the previous sol utionEL 
Perrneability as a linear function of x and y 
Problems that can be described by model number three in which 
the permeability is a linear function of both ,x and y can be solved by 
using the FORTRAN program 1 ,sted in Appendix Do The input parameters 
which are needed to obtain a solution from lhis program are similar to 
those for the other two models w the add ition that the value of l' is 
also neededo Consequen'tlY9 the size of the channel is a part of the 
solution and is 'that S:!.2,e ne(')(ied to give the seepage rate specified by 
Eq. 380 In general a solution obtain,ed by this program requires more 
computer time than a solution by either of the other two programs which 
have already been discussedo This program could~ however 9 be used to 
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Table 9, Coordinates of Flow net on Fig. 12' 
VARIATION OF PFRr.',EAFlILlTY GIVE"N RYI<'=.001(/ICIl-.0"Y)'/'(I)=2.n rill' I::lo1n,f,(T)=?ll-.?«I-l0/ll)C;"1!l'r'r:n FI'1O T::-l1c...,_'--'l'--________ _ 
, ___________ I':J.\.J~~fJL9F __ STRF A~L I NfS= 16 rJ1LW,]:lER OF FQlJI-HE"An nr~(\Ps= "1 1 1= 2f1.0n r,- ci.no 
___________ pt=~=--'_"=,-.,[+-=J-"'-"------'=?'-'---=----'-;-=.~-"'--'-=----'-"'-===-------'-"'fi-'-,--'-__ ~_'__~ ________ 1_n ___ l_l ___ 1_? ___ 1__'_:O ___ 1_11 ___ 1_" ___ 1_~_~ 
1 X .00 .9A 
.00 .00 .no .00 .no .nn .00 
._--------- ------- -"- . ---.\,.- _._-
2X .00 .9A 1.q6 2.95 3.04 4. o l ~.q4 
___ 'L _____ J_! 0),, ____ J".!_QJ _____ L._Q,2 _____ 1_!.11_2 ____ t,"Il~ ____ X._Q~ ___ 1.'_ () 4 
___ --t--"3'--"X'--+----:::-'.'-':0'-'0'----:::-'.'-:9":A'----=1:-'.--'<J""6'-_---':'2...!..---::9-"::5_---::3..:..-o-0 -=4_----=-,4 • ~_ '). 04 _ 
2.00 2.00 2.01 2.02 2.03 2.04 ?n') 
4X .00 
___ 'L___ _, _ 2 • a h 
5X .00 
hX .00 
___ y. _____ ~. A1 
AX .00 











6 • 'i7 ____ 9_!.J 9 
'I. P5 'i .11'0 
6.1213_ f-..7;' 
___ --t-_9""X"--+-----:::-.!..-'("-'J 0=- __ -------2S_ L....'l_~ d' r 4 _""4..!..-'-'.P""2 ____ "_."-'R-'-'1'--_ 

















<:.h1 __ 2.7-'2 ___ 11. __ 72... '1.7n ~f-.n 

















n.07 'n.nn 11.n? 12.n<:; 13.n7 14.n7 1~.n7 
.nn .n0 .nn .nn .nn .rn .nn 
" • or 1 0 • n 1 11.0 q 1 ? • [l () ]:' • no 1" • 1 '1 1 C • "n 






2. I n 
12.no 
2.nQ 
1 ~.1 2 
2.nA 
14.1" _J_".1 f-. 
~.nt::; ?nn 
P.Oo 10.n? 11.n7 12.11 1:X.lfi 14.?1l 1~.?u 
~.Jn ~.11 ).1;-' 7..11 "l..nn 'l!.rh "'7.nn 
p.np lo.n~ 11.0P 1?14 l~.?n In.?7 1~.~7 









n.n" 10.111 11.0r 1:>.17 1~.?n 14. __ ~0 1".'11 
".'10 ~.O:X .... n7 ~.~o f-..no ~.n~ ~.nn 
n.np 
7. n l 
r.P? 
p.. (,C 
g.on 11.n7 1?1P ,~.~n 14.~4 1~.~n 
~.07 7.n2 7.(1" 7.n7 7.(1" ~.nn 
a • <]" I I • (14 1 ? • 16 1 ~. ~ 1. 1'1 • II I' l~_. f,7 
7.1''1 7.01' p.nl p.n4 l'.n4 n.lln 
o. or 1 1 • n r) 1 ? • 1 II 1 " • '11 1 u • " 1 1 " • 7 ~ 
P.70 ".np F.o~ n.nl o.r~ o.nn 
g.n~ tn.(l4 1?00 l~.?r 10.~? l r • 7n 















I • ~:> 
1 n. 114 
.-'.74 ~£7 
1('.4 0 10.'i6 
0.01 In.oo 10.1? Irl.;>ll In. 7 n In.<:;? In.hh In.on In.n, 1 0 ."<1 11.'11' 
l~ • f- n ~ • C) 5 ___ ~. t:; ? 
ui ~t=;4 1 n. 7~ 1 n • r7 
7. 'i2 





1 -'.1 Fo 
1 1.1''' 
II,X .(111 ,qn 1.",1 ?,711 3 • .,1 4.'1'1 'l.47 f..4? 7.41 A.u" '1.40 In,hl l1. n n 1".nFo 111.lin 1".P:> 
11.1Il) 11.1n 11.1' 11.18 11.?'l 11.:'14 11.4f. 11.f-.n 11.76 11.'14 1?lu 12.~6 1?"7 12.77 1~ n') '~.nn 
1')x .nll .ile; 1.77 <'.hh 3.'i5 4.4f. 'i.37 f..:"1 7.?fI. ".20 q.~4 lfl.4h 11.f-.4 '?'1'" lU."1 ,".7'1 
Y 11.74 11.7'i 11.711 11.P.3-1-,;q-} -12":()1-~--f?2o 12.47 1?.,1' 12.01 1~.1(, 1"".41 1~.r,7 1".P7- "!-~---
IflX .00 .R7 1.74 ?f.2 '3.49 4.3P '1.';7 .,.2r) 7.1<: r.lll '1.17 In.?7 11.'11' 1?7f. ll,.,n 1".7/1 
Y 1?'1h 12.37 12.ll0 1?45 1?'i3 12.f.4 1?77 12. 0 4 13.14 1:'1."7 ll.f.~ 1"'.0? Ill.?:'1 14."4 14.O? le.nr 
___ +17X .nu .Ph 1.7? 2.~7 3.li~ 4.?'1 'i.17 ~.n7 7.0n 7.07 p.oo In.n7 11.2Q 1:>.'1<:; lh.n't l".hf. 
L),O', 1?0'i 1?((,1 13.03 13,]2 1-'I.:>~---I:'I.:17 - I'.'i" 1'.77 111.n? 11<."1 l'I • .,Q F,.OO ',;.'"n 1".7" 1( •• nn 
11' X 
tYx .011 .f-4 1.h7 ?49 3.:'10 4.1? 4.'1'i '1.PI [).f. '1 7,(-1 ".c:p n.fi1 1f'.71 12.nl I"."" F·.'I' 
?(I X 
Y 










J 1-1. q~_ .I_'i!'! c: 
1',.'1'% 
1'i.4? 









1 p. [0 n 
;>lX .00 .R3 1.fl'i ?42 :X.1fl ~.0'i '1.73 'i."" fJ •. ~7 7.')4 'l.If- 0.1'" In.n4 11.?'" 1'.o~ 1<.1'1 






















































Tab Ie 10· Coordinates of Flownet on 




. _____________ L__ _ 1.05 
4X .00 
. _____________ L__ _ 3_. 0 (, 
7 
-...!... 2g R'2...._=..1 .!... 9:z.7!....----'2=..!.... 92.5~---,3,,-.!..:(1:.:.:4!...---=4~ • ...:0::.:4!...-~5!.."c.:q=4. .0_, n I, 
.00 .00 .00 .no .nn .nn .rn 
-- -- - -_ .. _------------------
1.97 2.96 
1. 00"- __ • 1. P 5 
.OR 1.'17 2.95 3. 0 4 
3. 07 ___ ~. n7 _:3_, P P ____ J __ • Jl 9 
4. ')4 '1. ')4 







____ -+~5~X~~-~.~0~0~~~.~9~R~~1~.~g~f,~. _~2~.~9~5-~3~.~a='I--24.!..."~,~:I--'i~.9~4 _ ~"'" 
4.03 4.03 4.04 4.05 4.07 4.ng 4.11 4.1 11 
bX .00 














___ -+-'7'-": X,-~--,.u.nu.11 nL _l,9,.L7_--Jl.1---'-• .::;,0-':''i __ --''-2-'-. 29,,;.3_--->1..3 ...... ::::.0.L.1_ -=4~.L".:...I'--_5L!.c::'U{,. 02 _7. '1" 
y ~.R8 5.RR ~.00 5.92 5. 0 5 'i.OR h.O? b.n'" 6.0" 
RX .00 








.97 1.'14 2.91 3.a9 4.PP 










2. A4 _:3. !£Q. __ 4.n 












11 1 ? 1"" 14 I'" 
'1.'17 In.or 11. 00 1?al' ,"".or, 14.n~ ______ _ 
.nr .nn .nr .nr .rn .(1n 
o.gp II.no 1,?nl 1".n, I"'."'" 1 11 • n ", 











r • ,., a 1 a • 0 1 1 1. n 4 I? • n 7 , :" • 1 n 1 U • 1 ? ,- r • 1 ? 
"'.If. ~.17 ~.1(' ~.1<; "'.1' ".n7 ".nn 
p~(1" 10.'1" 11.07 1?11 1"".11) 14.?0 l'i.?,, ______ _ 
IJ.17 ~.la 4.19 4.17 4.1"" u.np 4.n" 
g.on '0.1'11 II.n o 1?1~ I"".'" 14.?11 1'1."'11 
'i. I/', 'i.lp 'i.1p ".17 <;.14 "'.nl1 ".'1(1 
11 ...... 0 '1 lQ.Ou 11.11 1?1" 1."'.27 III,,,'" l r ,.4"' ______ _ 
A.l" n.I" f..17 r.17 f..14 f..no F.(1(1 
9. 0 7 lo.n" 11.11 12.21 I"".:'" 14.44 1"."A 
7.nl1 7.1? 7.14 7.1'i 7.13 7.np 7.nn 
'1. 0 4 lo.nl 11.11 P.23 I "I.:v, 14."" 1"'.A7 _____ _ 
p.nn 'l.nf a.ln 1'.1'1 1'.12 l1.nQ n.nn 
g.op II.n'1 12.?2' 1"'.4'1 111."1' 1"'.77 
p.oe o.n~ o.no 0.11 o.0 Q n.nn 
<J.a:, 11.n'i 1::>.?? 1"'.11'" lU.F-lJ 1"."0 
o,Of"' 0,00 In,n r.:: 1n.('(: 1n.r""'l 1P.f1f' 
1;'>)( dill 1.1-<7 ?Hl 3.75 4.71 ").(;'1 "'.f.P, 7.7r n.7F-, g.P"- 10.00 1?IP '''.111 1".f O , "'.'Y" 
Y 1 () • (Jil I a • (I 1 1 n • n 4 J () • () P. 1 0 .! 4 In. 2 1 In. 31 1 (1 • LI I J[ I • 'i" ] r] • f. c; 1 '1 • 7 P 1 0 • a a 1 1. n n , 1. n f, 1'. n 7 1 , • n n 
IjX .(JU .C)? 1./-,,4 ,'.77 3.70 Y.E:'i 'i.(,1 h.<;o 7.hl p.F-,', g.7" lr. o n 12.11 1 "I."'f1 11~.7' If..nr 
Y 111. 7 ,', 1(1.74 Il'.77 111.1\1 10:PA 1n."(· 1]'-.07 II.F' 11.:"" 11.IJP 11.F-,,, 11.7n 11.°" '2.n"l P.""- p.rn 
]4X .no .gl lor? ;'.73 3./',5 4.',1' "'.53 h.'11'1 7.'in 1'."'4 q.f." Ir.70 l?nl 1".'2111.7' Ir,,1" 
Y 11.4,:' 11. 11' 11.111'- 11.'11 11.0,11 11.(,7 11.7'1 1,. 0 ? 12.0" 12.;:>(, '?4" 12.(,4 12.F>" 1?op 1"'.(1'" 1"".r n 
IbX .nu .Af' 1.77 ?~5 3.<;3 4.4"1 '1.34 h.?P 7.2'i p.?F-, a."'" In.4P 11.7? 1"".11 lh."-F-, 1~."In 
12.1,7 1;>.h I1 1?7] 12.7(-- 12.1'4 12.04 l".rp 1~.2'" ]".4"- l~.f.P '~.(lU Iq.2? llJ.C;? l LI.an I".''''') l',.nr 
17x .rtu .1'7 1.71-1 ?J>l l..!~ 11._"2. __ ~I! 6_.1(. 7.11 ".1] n.lr In.?n 11.e;2' 12.0" 111."'1' 1"-."'" 
}j.?,1 13.?4 ]~.?h 1~.31 13.~9 l.~.<;n 1 "".(,'i 1'1.p" lY.n', Iq.~1 "1.1'-1'1 Iq.n? ]".?r 1 "'.f.f. 1"'."11 1~,.nn 
1/1 X .nu 1.7? 4.~7 0,. ]4 P.rJr- In.('IQ ll.~('l 1".7Q 1£1,11( ... 1(.fllr 
\'lX .nn .fh 1.71 2.54 3.:16 4.?n 'i.n5 'i.a? G.A" 7.7" A.nn n.no II.rf. 1?40 14.'" ,~.r0 
Y 14.?1 14.21 }4.23 14.27 14.'1', 14.4h 1".h3 14.1'''' l'i.r n 1"'.'11 1'1.7" \(,.1] lA.":'1 17.:>2 17."'~ ,n ,,,, 
?OX .OU .R'1 ] .70 2.51 3.,1 4.13 4.95 'i.111 6.7~ 7.~4 r.A" 0.7n Ir.an 1??? l U .ln 1~.'~ 
---t------'-y-+ _J.~-'6~ J_LL..p:l 14.6.4 __ ~fL_ 14.75_ L4~.J.lq J5.?C; 1"'.'i? 1"'.A? ]6.1 0 1F-,.o,o 17.1n 17. 0 (1 lA~"~.-"n 
<'IX 
y 
.00 .R5 l.hg 2.49 3.?7 4.n9 1I.P.7 "'.7(1 6.'17 7. IJO 9.IJ7 0.5? I"."''? 11. 0 "" 1".1'''' IF.''1 
l~.OO 15.00 1'1.00 1'1.00 15.10 15.20 1"'.4n 15.~0 I~.')n 1~.?(1 1~.~r 17.(1" 17."'n la.5n 1 0 .?" ~n.nn 
2-0 for I - 10 
{ 
t.. 
Figure 14· Flownet for k=O·001(o-O-05y). 0( == 2-'75((1-10)/11]2 for I> 10 
(see Table II for solution) 






Tab Ie II· Coordinates of Flownet on Fig. 14· 
VARIATION OF PER~'EAAIl. ITY GIVEN BYK=. DOt( A (I) -. O"y) , /I (T) =? 0 FOR 1=1,10,~, (Tl =::>.0-.7'" ( (T-10111) C"OIJ~.,<!,:r _F_O_P----'T_=-"1'-'1_,-"?-=I~ ___ ~ ___ _ 



















2X .00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.01 'i.Ol 6.02 7.04 A.O'i 
___ L ______ l!Jt2 _____ 1..!_1.!.l _____ hl.P _____ J._dJL ___ l!_lQ _____ L·_l.P _____ J_'.LL ____ t!LL ___ 1· J 1 







a.n7 10.0f' 11.0g 1?09 13.0A 1~.[14 14. o P 
tdJ_. J .1) 1.10 1.09 I. [17 L'.[1!~ ____ J_.5'_I'! _________________ _ 
-- - - -- - - ---- - ------------ - - --- - ---
4X .00 1.00 1.99 2.99 4.00 5.01 6.0? 7.(14 R.Oh 9.OA 10.11 11.14 11'.16 13.17 14.17 l'i.l'" 













-------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- --_ .. ---
Fl.Of, 
4.?fl 
6X .00 .99 1.9A 2.9A 3.Qp 4.9A f,.OD 7.n2 R.OS 
0.n9 10.13 11.17 12.?1 1~.24 14.?~ l'i.27 
4.1'9 4.?P 4.1'7 4.23· 11.1P ll.ln 4.n[1 
1~.31 lll."6 1"'.4[1 
_______________ '1.. ______ ;i_d_·L ___ ~.!_t7 _____ !2.!_HL ____ 5_'_L~ _____ 5_!n _____ ~.!2) _____ 5_·_~9 _____ 5_'_?_~ __ . 5.3 n 
a.ng 10.14 11.2(1 11'.1'6 

















10.35._)Q •. "'i7 
?P9 3.A7 4.R6 ~.A6 6.po 
R. B .t ____ l'c!.B_2 _____ ~~_(U _____ 5.!_2] ____ 9 !. Q_'_! 
~.Fl2 3.77 4.74 'i.73 h.7·4 







11.26 12~:"0 1~.'i3 
p.3n n.?o n.?:" 
I U. f.R _ '''. fll 
p.1 II n. nn 
o.nl 10.12 11.?6 12.4" ".hl 14.pn 1~.n7 
0.10 g~?", o.?o 0.::>0 c.?'i n.l'" ".[1[1 
"-.P7 
11. n I 








1 ( .... ~? 
l1,.rr 
13X .00 .91' 1.R5 2.78 3.72 4.67 5.64 6.64 7.f,A A.76 0.01 11.13 11'.41 13.77 1".1" 11'-."'1 










2.74 3.66 4.~9 'i.55 















1.79 2.h9 3.'i9 4.51 5.44 f,.41 7.41 ,"-.4A 9.f,3 10.PR IC.?t2_...l~.7~ 1".''7 1f..a7 
I 2 .44 12 .49 12. 'i 7 I I' • h f' 1 I' • A 1 12 • a a 1 3. I " 1 1 .-4:'\ 13 • f. a I:'i. q'i 1ll • 17 1'~ • "0 1 4 • ? 7 I 4 • n r 
.00 .P9 1.77 ?65 3.'i3 4.43 'i.3U 6.?R 7.::>6 









1'" .11" 1 7.?:" 
, c:;.?n 1 c:;. nn 
t7X .00, .RR 1.75 2.61 3. IIR 4.35 ~.24 f,.!,) 7011 R.l? 9.?"' 10.',? 11. 0 7 1 ... 62 1<:."'1 17."'1 
13.51 13.52 13.54 13.59 13.67 1'1.7Q 1~.9'i 14.1'i 14.41 14.71' 15.1n 1'i.40 l<i:-ii7 16.17 If..?O H,.nr 
lAX 
Y 







13.gA 13.08 14.00 14.04 14.1'1 14.2'i 14.41 14.63 14.9r 1~.?" 1~.6P 16.111 16.50 16.00 17 .1':" 17.rn 
.00 .A6 JJ~? 2.~~ 3.38 4.1'1 ~.O'i 5.02 6.A1 7.76 A.Pll In.l? 11.61 l'.'1'i 15.ll P 1f'.17 
14.38 14.39 14.40·- 14:4:3 -·14: 'i2 14 ~-h3--·,4-:~·'- l'i. n3 15.31 15 ,(,O 1(" 1 A If,. 7 [1 17.21' 17 • 70·1I"-:n-A---lp~n-fi------------------· 
.00 .86 
14.73 14.73 
___ .. !LQ ___ .• f'J) 











t-'_U _____ ?_'.51. _____ ~!"~L ____ '_!~_U ... _~_._92 ".75 _6. ~o 






11',.:"n 16. 0 (1 
(]. 04 11.44 1:3.?n -1<' :~-7---1 fl. 7;;-------------------








2 . 0 for I ~ 1 0 
Figure 15· Flownet for k =O'OOI(cx-O'05y) t oc = 2-.85[{I-IO)/H]2 tor I) 10 
(see Tab I e 12 for so I u t ion) 





Table 12· Coordinates of Flownet on Fig. 15· 
. _________ l:!.~L'1f3f.~ __ Qf STRF" AML ~t-JFS= 11', NUyRER OF .F.:Q\JI-HEAn nRrpc;= 
I \. J , _~ 4_ _ 6., J n Ill? 1 3 1 4 1 " 1 I', --iIo~~+=_~=~'====~==~~=~~====':d~=~~~~----~--~-~'-----'-.:::'--..:..::...---'.-;....-.-.:..:.~~-'-----------------
______ r-l~X~_r---.~0~0~~1~.~0~0~~2~.~n~0~~3~.~0~1~~4~.~n~1~~~~.~n~2 __ ~h~.~0~3~~7~.~r~4 _~~h 
Y .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .on .nn .nn .nn 
2X .00 1.00 2.00 3.01 4.01 ~.02 I',.n~ 
. ____________ y. _______ td,_L __ XdL ____ L--1J _____ J_!.1-_L ___ .l!_ti'_ , __ !Ll? _____ L~J;> 
3X .00 1.0n 2.00 3.01 4.01 
2.1g 2.1 g 2.1g 2.?1 2.21 
4X .00 1.00 2.00 3.00 4.01 ~.n2 fl.r3 
_____________ L _____ )_~;'_~, __ ,~.!£~ _____ ~_·2~ ____ ~h?_!'2. _____ ~~.?_?_, ___ ~L::f> _____ 3_·2,~ 
f,X • 00 
_____________ y. ______ ~.? 3 
.gg 
5.g4 
1.00 2.gS 3.og 'i.OO 1',.01 







______ +--'-7-"-X __ +-__ .!... ",,0 ",0 ____ .!.. • .Lg 2.g __ -,,-1 ..... 0.!.:il,,----,2'-!... g-'-7'----'3"-'.'-0-'-7'----=4'-'.'-'0'-'-P __ ~'i'_'.'_0_o'___ 7 ".l:.2. 11~ 0 h 
Y 6.18 6.1g 6.20 fl.22 6.?4 h.?7 1',.30 fl.32 6.35 
ilX .00 
_____________ 'c. ___ 7,11 











.gS 1.06 2.g5 3.05 4.0,) 'i.07 
7 • .11 7.12.,. _7_d5, _ ]_~JJL ___ 7.!21 ___ 7 ... 25 
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Table 17· Coordinates of Flownet on Fig. 20· 
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trom the centerline outward as given by the relation k = 0.001 (1.0 
+ O. 05y + 0. 05x). From this relation the largest permeability at the 
top of the channel is 2.41 tirnes as great as the smallest permeability 
on the centerline at the drained layer. The permeability along the 
drained layer is 1~ 75 times as great at the free surface as at the 
centerline. 
Example solutions in which the permeability increases with 
decreasing depth and also with increasing distance from the centerline 
are given in Figs. 21 (and Table 18) and 22 (and Table 19). In Fig. 21 
the permeability is given by k = 0.001(2.0 - O. 05y + O. 05x} and in 
Fig. 22 the permeability is given by k = 0.001(2.0 - O. 075y + O. 05x}. 
These last problems probably would not correspond to an actual 
situation encountered in nature, because of the requirement of symmetry 
about the centerline. By expanding the finite difference grid network to 
cover the entire region of £low~ however~ it is possible to obtain the 
solution to a non symmetric problem. A s mentioned previously in the 
section entitled "numerical solutions, " for this expanded problem the 
condition along the lower boundary of the region (i. e. the LjJ = 0 boundary) 
in the hLjJ plane will have the normal derivative condition on y replaced 
by a condition similar to that along the other line of seepage. Fig. 23 
and Table 20 give the solution to such a non symmetr ic problem in which 
the permeability is given by k = 0.001 (l. 5 - O. 05y + O. 05x), where the 
origin for the x and y coordinates is the intersection of the right hand 
line of seepage (on Fig. 23) with the drained layer. (Because the positive 
directions on the Calcomp plotter are positive from right to left for x 
and positive from bottom to top for y, the column for J = 1 in Table 20 
cor res p 0 n d s to th e right sid e 0 f Fig. 2 3. ) 
To obtain a solution to this last problem a program was written 
which was derived from the one listed in Appendix D. It determines the 
shape of the channel from given values of y along the channel for each 
LjJ = constant grid line. This distribution of y was specified as symmetric 
81 
Figure 21- Flownet for k=Q-QQI(2-0-Q5y+O-05x) 
(see Table 18 for solution) 
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Table 18· Coordinates of Flow net on Fig. 21· 
____ V;..;A.;.;R-'"'I;.;A..;..T;..;I:..;O;;,.;N.;....c0:..;.F---'P....::E:.;.R.;.;.M-=E:.;.A'-'Fl.o..;I:..:L:...:I:....;T;..:Y'-------'Gc..;I:....;V"-F"-N'----""H:....;Y~K'-=....::0....:: •...:.O....::O--=1'-'(-=1"".-=0_-...:;O....:: •..:..O_"...;.Y_+-"O...:. • ..;..()....:".;..;x..;..) __ ~S~I D. E __ .s!::(\~f_::_~~~ ________ ~ __ _ 
__________ L)..., .J __ 1 _____ L_ __ ~l _______ ~ _______ ~ ________ 6___ ___ 7 __ A __ Q 10 12 13 14 1'i 1 ., .,' __________________ _ 
___ -+---"-\"'-X -l---=-C: ~"-~"--_--=C: ~"-6"---'1=-:=-~'-'~-'-----'2=--':'-'~-'-'~=-----'3'-':'--~'-'~"---4'-':'-'-~-'~--":....::-"~'--~'---_-''':....::--,-~,,-~_~6....:::-,-,~---,-~-___ ?_~~_ A : ~ ~ ___ B ~*~ __ 2: ~ ~ _ 1 0 : ~ ~ 11 : ~ ~ 1 1 : ~~ '-:-, _____ _ 
2X .00 .89 1.75 2.61 3.44 4.27 5.0R 5.A7 6.6n 7.44 A.20 R.9., 9.70 10.42 1l.14 11.A~ 
___________ ----"---- ___ J_!!LL ___ L!_Ql _____ L.J).? _____ l_!.Q_~ _____ l!_Q? _____ !.!_Q? _____ 1_~Q_~ ____ J_!_(1~3___! • 0 'I ___ 1L~;3 _____ 1_~O _~ _____ J. 0_:1 J __ . 0:1 1 ._~~ _____ L~QJ _____ l_!.QJl ____________________ _ 
10.45 11.1R 11. 0 1 
_ .3.!.QlI _____ "3.!J!.? _____ ]_·_QS''-___________________ _ 
___ -I-~5.::.X_+____,_.:.. ><.0 ><.0 _ ___,_.:.. A~A~_~l.:... 7.:..;3::---.:2"'".:.;5::...7!..-----'3=-'.:...;:4.:..;O'---""'4!..'.'-"2'""2_--'-5~.~0~2=_____::5'-.!.~A;-'::?----"6~.-"6~=-1 ____ l . ..!±.Q. ___ ~ __ -.I2~~ ___ ~?c-:-0'-. __ 1.__'0....::._:4_:6'----"1'-"1....::.-"2-:1--=1-=1-"'.-:9-:5 ______ _ 
Y 3.90 3.90 3.g1 3.91 3.Q3 3.94 ~.96 3.QR 3.90 4.(11 4.02 4.03 4.04 4.03 4.02 4.00 
6X .00 .87 1.72 2.56 3.38 4.19 4.99 5.7Q 6.5A 7.37 A.l" R.92 9.69 10.46 11.2? 11.QR 
__________ ___ -'-______ ~!ltQ _____ 'i.!JU _____ ~_·J:l.? _____ ~_ .. ft3. _____ 'i!_R_~ _____ '±.!-'~!L ___ ~_·J35L ___ ~!.9_:c _____ 4_!_9 't ~,.CJ7 ___ _ '± ..• _'l0 ___ ._?_,__Q 1 __ 2'_Q.E_. __ '2.!2-? _____ ·h~? _____ ~_·_Q.P ____________________ _ 
~_.J21 to.45 11.2" 1?00 
5.09 6.00 6.01 6.00 
AX .00 .85 1.n9 2.51 3.31 4.11 4.91 5.70 6.4P. 7.27 A.O~ 0.64 10.43 11.22 12.01 
__________ ____ 'L _____ ft~5.3 ____ .b.!.5':1 _____ 6_'_52 ___ .J)_'-5_l ____ p_~.fLQ _____ Q.J_Q~ _____ 6-"jJ.B _____ f'-.. ]_~ ____ I2!J_e_ .6 .. 02. . _ 6._,,] f' • .! 95 ___ J2_._9.B _____ f>_'__~_'2 ____ 2!_0_Q ____________________ _ 
___ -+-_9-<-'!l-X-+_-'-"-. 0"-0"--_--'-'. 8,"-,4~~1,,-.,-,6,,-,f,,-) _-02=.-'.<-4'--'7'-------'3<-:.'-!-? .... 7'--_4'-'.'-'-0 .... 6'------'4'-'.->-P.'-5,,'----"5'-".-'"6""3'---""6-=-.-'-4_~1 __ -':c7-"-._~?-'-'-0 ______ --,7_-,,-. -'-9'-P_-=A ..... 7.:..[1". __ . __ . o_-"--". _51:' 1 O. 'Ill 11 • 1 Q 1? 0 0 
7.35 7.36 7.38 7.40 7.44 7.49 7.54 7.60 7.66 7.7~ 7.70 7.85 7.90 7.04 7.9R R.OO 
.---------- ------ -- ------------- -- - - .. _-- --------- .. -------------------------------------------------- ._---- -------
lOX .00 .8:1 1.h4 2.43 3.22 4.00 4.77 5.55 6.:I? 7.10 7.Bo P.69 0.4 0 to.~, 11.1~ 11. 0 7 
______________ '--___ _ _8..14 b. 15 iI. 1 7 P. ._ZJl ____ !l_~.?_!2 _____ I1!_~Q _____ I:I.!_n ___ . B __~lI_'i ____ _"_.5<" ____ 1l!"0 _ fl._§f _ fl_.Jf) P .R4 i'. ql) R. ()~ 0.. o~ ___________________ _ 
___ -t-.=.l-=-lo--,-X_+-_-'-•. _O=--=-O ___ .I1.1-__)_~ (~l 





2.34 3.10 3.fl5 4.50 5.:14 f).Oq 6.P5 7~6~ 
Q. 7) _____ 9_~n _____ q!JlL ___ 9~_9) ____ !Q_"_Q_~ ___ ! I). 1 <, LO. ?R ___ LQ-,_4J 
A.42 0-:23 
_lQ.·5':1 ___ X!J.,67 
, 0 • 2.0 .L1~_Q.'~ 
o. S'jA 0.011 
1,.<1? 
tn.I)" 
i 0 • 05 III • TA---l-1-.-P~~---------------------
1 0_. P,-Q ___ 1_Q-'_a.L_.H~_Q0 ____________________ _ 
J ~:~;}. -.cl--'=~:..::'-'-~--:~'----;1-::~'-":-"~-::~'---=-1-::~;,..::-=~-::~'---1-:,~;,..::-'-~-":'~--:-1-'::~-=-:-::~-=-~--:-17~-=-:-=-:-=-~---:-1 671-,--: A-=-I)~=---I--:-1 7:-1 -,--: ~~'--~:::-·-1:-'~:---.=-:. ~;:--~=------d-:-~~---I:-c~:-:,-;;~;:-:;=---'i,-:~:-,:-:;:-::~:---:i-:!:....;:-:~C':~,--------
---------- -14-)(--- ;-00 -• 76 1. ') 1 2-.-2-4----2;q5-----:3~-66-----,~-.-3f,-----<i :O-~----5~7 R 6,50 -7. ?<i- 8 • n:l P. • Ii 4 Q :67----f6~-.::;~----,-i-.-~5--------------------
__________ ____ "--____ n!!tQ ___ H-'_QL __ U_·_Q':I ____ 11_&q ___ ttd_§ ____ U.!_~5 ___ H~_~f> ___ )_1_'__lI~ __ Lt~9_5 ___ Lt!!1.3. ___ L<"-'_Q? 1Z_·_? ~_ _12 .4_~ __ L~ !_~~ ___ J_?.!Jl3 ___ J_~_._Q~ ___________________ _ 
15X .00 .75 1.4R ?19 2.R8 3.56 4.23 4.Q) 5.59 6.?9 7.02 7.7P. R.58 Q.42 10.~n 11.3~ 
11.64 11.65 11.68 11.73 11.flO 11.QO 12.02 12.17 12.:14 12:"5 12.7fl 13.0? 13.2A 13.53 13.7~ 14.00 
1hX • 00 
______________ '--___ 12 .25 
.00 . i1 -----i-:3Cf----2-:0-5----2-~f,-il-----:3~-27-----~-:p;~-----4-.-36----4-:Cff-- ---<5 :-ij-g------6-; -j,----7:;;7q- 7 ;53- ----A~-:3i';--- --0 • ? 7----fr-:-=:--.:;--------------------
___ -+-__ '1.. __ l)~.! 13 .42 1 3 .44 13. 47 13 • 'i 3 U • f) 1 U • 7:1 13 • 00 14 • 1:1 14 • 4:1 1'1 .7 R 15. 1 7 ___ 1_~...!.§1_ 16 • 07 1 6 • ~ uP. no 
\ 
J.9X .00 .70 l.:lA 2.03 2.64 3.21 :1.72 4.17 4.6:1 5.16 '5,73 6.37 7.07 7.87 P.77 Q.PP 
Y 13.96 1 :3:g-6---ij~-qR----i-4-.-o-o---i4-~o-4---14~-li----1-4-.-;;-C---14-:3-F;-T4:-6i-·1-4:-Ci4 1~-:3j- - -i5:~fg- --1 6:-29 --f6~-84---Tf:~-?---fp-:n-r--------------------
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Figure 22· Flownet for k =0'001 (2 -Q'075y + 0·05 x ) 
(see Table 19 for solution) 





Table 19. Coordinates of Flownet on 
VARIATION OF PFPMrARILITY GJvnJ I'Y K=n.nOl(1.f)-O.07'iY~n.n'iY) 
____________ ~~J~B.fJ' OF STREAMLINFC,= 
_t .:\. J 
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.00 .00 .(,0 .00 .PO .on • on 
2X .00 .R4 1.67 
______________ L __ . 1. 1-~. ..1 . ..12 . __ 1_,,-L2 
2.4R 
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3.?7 4.05 4.RI 





___ -+---'3""X"---+_-'-'. 0""0"--_---'-'. 8"" 4"-~1'_'.'-'6-'-7'__~2'_'.'-4'-'E"_1 _-'3'-'.'-C?--'7'-_--=4'-!.""O'--"'-------"4'-!._'_.R'-'-.I .... _"'-. "" I', 
Y 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.20 2.?0 2.20 ?1 0 ?lQ 
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oX .00 
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2.46 
5.1 <J 
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6.09 h.Og h.IO f,.IO 6.]] 
4.nl 4.77 
6.12 (,. I 't 
8X .00 .83 1.64 2.43 3.?1 3.Qp 4.74 
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Fi gu re 23· Flown e t for k =0·001( 1:5 - 0-05 y + o· 05 x ) 
(SH Table 20 for solution) 
OUi!; cls/ft loss 
20' 
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Tab Ie 20' Coordinates of Flownet on Fig. 23' 
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about the centerline in the p:toblern :)f Figo 23~ resultiDg in the non-
symrnetrical shaped channel s"hQwn. Ll essence the y coordinates 
which were speci.fied required t1;:at equal amounts of seepage occurred 
from the two parts of the c~annel, A rr.lJre syrnmetrlcally shaped channel 
could be obtained by spe::::fylng fewer values of y on that side of the 
channel which has lower pe rrnea,b:l't:y, 
Permissible variatio~ in pe~rneaolh::y 
The sample solutions given for the three models in.dicate in a general 
ITlanner how the variation of permeability can be specified. In general 
the variation can be specified 'j)' asslgning any values to the parameters 
a~f3' and 'Y w hi c h res u 1 t 5 in a continuous func~iono For models 
one and three the variation of the permeability will be continuous regard-
less of the values assigEed to 'It,hese parameters. Ln model two and the 
exten sion discus sed fo r mod e 1 thre e, in which the pararneter s are s pe cif-
ied functions of hand/or Lf; ~t wo~ld be possible to specUy a discontinuous 
variation of permeability s,h:h as wou.ld occur if the interface between two 
layers of different porous rned:l3, coincided with an equal iotal head line. 
The method of approach i-3 :08 4• Cdp3.l'-le of handling a discontinuity in the 
function specifying the var>3.t;~c':r" ,n permeability, howevero It can be 
noted that for the second lTI0je1 some of the example sol uEans contain 
a variation in permeabqity \v~:..ich Lncludes a discontinuous second deriva-
tive for a(h)o Since th.e '::.iiiere:~:.'~:_al equation..:- include only first order 
derivatives for Q this is pern1is"'P.::,leo Diffic 111tiee wOL-;ld exist 
if the fir s t d e r i vat i ve 'A,' ere (i! s ron ti P.lI 0 ~J. S s i E C e it is;. n c 1u d e din the 
differential equationt'o 
APPLICA TION OF METHODS TO OTHER PROBLEMS 
The example problems~ that have been selected to verify the 
applicability of the theory for solving free-surface seepage through 
nonhomogeneous media, have been seepage from channels. The same 
general approach has wide application to a variety of other seepage 
problems. The only essential difference "between the solutions to other 
problems will be in the boundary conditions. The boundary conditions 
encountered in steady-state seepage problems are generally one of four 
types. These types are described below. 
(l) An impervious boundary through which fluid does not pass is 
a strearn.line and therefore forms a straight line boundary in the htV 
plane. If suc h a boundary lie s in the dire ction of the x coord inate ax is, 
the conditions in the htV plane become y = constant ana cx/CtV = a 
along the tV = constant line forming this boundary, or x = constant and 
Cy/C4; = a if this ~ = constant line moves in the direction of the y 
coord ina te axi s. For oblique boundarie s the x and y distr ibution must 
be determined to satisfy the geometry. 
(2) Equi-head boundaries are those formed by reservoirs and 
drains, such as the channel boundary and drained layer in the example 
problems. For these boundaries a derivative condition for the stream 
function exists. The example of the channel illustrates the two most 
commonly encountered cases of such boundaries. The first case is 
where the boundary coincides with one of the coordinate directions, and 
the second is where the boundary is a function of both coordinate 
directions. The drained layer and bottom of the channel are examples 
of the first case in which the value of y is fixed and x is obtained from 
Eq. 12. The side of the channel is an example of the second case for a 
straight boundary. Other boundaries of this type can be handled by 
operators similar to those used for the side of the channel. 
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(3) Lines of seepage (or free surfaces) separate the saturated 
region of flow from that portion of no flow. Along these boundaries y 
is a linear function of the total fluid head, and for steady flow such a 
boundary derines the final 4; = constant line of the seepage region. 
The same linear relation between y and h results along boundaries 
between fluids of different densities such as fresh water over salt water 
(see Charmonman, 1967, for an example of such a boundary). 
(4) Surfaces of seepage are boundaries where the seepage leaves 
the flow region and enters a zone free of the porous media. Since a 
surface of seepage is neither a streamline nor an equi-head line, 
problems containing such boundaries do not consist of a rectangular 
region in the h4; plane. Fortunately, in many problems, surfaces of 
seepage cover very small portions of the total boundary of the flow 
region, and can, therefore, frequently be neglected in obtaining useful 
enginee ring answe r s. 
Of these four common boundaries only the last is not conveniently 
handled in the h4; plane. 
It hardly seems advisable to make a list here of possible problems 
and their associated boundary conditions which might readily be 
formulated and solved by the methods and techniques described herein even 
though such a partial list could readily be prepared. The technique s 
are by no means limited to free surface problems i but are equally 
applicable to confined flows. For many confined flow problems, the 
solution might be obtained most read il y by formulating the problem for 
either the total head or the stream function in the physical plane and 
obtaining the solution by finite difference methods. This formulation 
results in solving Eq. 5 or Eq. 7 with appropriate boundary conditions. 
For problems in which one or more of these confining boundaries 
consists of segments in different directions, the solution could probably 
be obtained in a more straight forward manner if the problem were 
formulated and solved in the h4; plane. Furthermore~ the resulting 
x and y coordinates obtained from this latter solution make it more 
convenient to plot the flow net or obtain other information concerning 
the flow at any point. The differential equations for confined problems 
in the hL/; plane are identical to those discussed already. The confining 
boundaries are of the impervious type. 
The approach used in the solutions in this paper, in which hand 
L/; are considered the independent variables and x and y the dependent 
variables~ has considerable advantage for many types of problems. For 
special problems other quantities of the seepage flow could be considered 
the independent variables, and any other set of quantities might be 
considered the dependent variable. 
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APPENDIX A. FINITE DIFFERENCES 
By the methods of finite differences, the continuous variables of the 
problem are replaced by discrete values at the intersection points of a 
grid network which is imposed throughout the fiow field. A rectangular 
(and preferably a squaro) ~Tid network is most common, and will be the 
only type of network discussed here. Other networks such a~ triangular 
and hexogonal may be particularly appropriate for certain shaped regions. 
Recently; Zienkiewicz (1966) has used an irregular triangular network ui 
grid pOints to solvp the problem of seepage through layered soils. 
In using finite difference methods to solve partial differential 
equations it is important, just as it is for an analytic solution, to 
determine whether the problem is of the hyperbolic, parabolic, or elliptic 
type. The only type of problem that will be handled in this report is of 
the elliptic type, and the discussion of finite difference methods is 
iimited to this type of problem. Partial differential equations of elliptic 
cype require that some information concerning the function be given at 
all points of a closed boundary. The resulting problem is thus often 
refered to as a boundary value problem. 
By finite differences, the partial differential equntion boundary 
value problem is replaced by a finite system of simultaneous equations 
determining the value of the discrete variable at each interior grid point 
and each boundary point on which the condition involves a derivative, 
Obtaining a solution of an elliptic partial differential equation problem 
by finite differences raises a large number of both practical and mathe-
matical problems. MIo1e books and considerable literature are devoted to 
discussing these problems (Forsythe and Waso~ 1960; Greenspan, 1965). 
Generally, the answers to these problems are only tentative and restricten 
to very special cases. 
The procedures and techniques used here may not be optimum for either 
considerations of accuracy or minimizing computer execution time. The 
major concern has been to obtain solutions to problems, with accuracy 
sufficient for most engineering purposes. While no direct measure of 
error is available, an indication of the accuracy of the solutions is 
given whenever possible by comporing parts of the solution with results 
from analytic solutions~ 
Finite Difference Operators 
To discuss the finite difference equations that will be used to 
obtain the solutions~ the grid points of the region are divided into one 
of the following three. categorl~s: 
1. Resular points. are interior to the fldw region with none of their 
'links connecting the neighboring points cut by the boundary. Thus 
the distances from a regular point to its neighboring points are 
determined by the size and type of grid network. 
2. Irregular points are interior but close enough to the boundary of 
the region that one or two of the links ~o neighboring points are 
cut by the boundary. 
3. Boundary points are those which lie on the boundary of the flow 
region, which may for exa~ple be a rigid wall or a free surface 
or an interface. 
Sometimes it may be convenient to arrange the network of grid points so 
that points of the net fallon the boundary. 
The finite difference equations can be derived by evaluating the 
function at neighboring poi~ts in terms of the function at the point 
being considered by a Taylor series and adding the results together in 
such a way as to get the partial derivatives involved in the equation 
which governs the flow. For the special case of harmonic functions r such 
as those resulting from Laplace Us equation, the use of the properties of 
an analytic function of a complex variable makes the derivation particu-
, 
larly easy. By this approach the function under consideration is assumed 
to be the real part of the analytiC function: 
F(z) = f(x~y) + ig(x,y) 
where z = x + iy~ and as usual i =~. 
At any point A inside the circle for which F(z) is analytic~ 
F(z) can be expanded in a convergent power series (see Fig. A-l)" 
F = a (z-z ) ~ n . A n Q 
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FIG. A-I. SCHEME FOR POWER SERIES EXPANSIONS ABOUT 
A POINT 0 IN THE COMP LEX PLANE. 
In polar coordinates 
~-z 
o 
In a similar manner F(z) can be obtainsd at the other points B~ CD 
and D of Fig. A-l giving: 
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For the special cass in which rA = Ta = rC = Tn = r D after adding these 
four functions results in: 
+ • . lA-I) 
After separating the real part of F(z) from Eq. (A-I)>> the following 
equation results from which several widely used finite differs~ce'equations 
can be derived: 
fA + f B + f C + f D - 4f 0 = 4 r 4 r 4 cos (4a + a 4) + Ps r S cos (sa + 88 ) + .. J 
(A-2) 
For the case r = 6x = 6y = a and a = OD Eq. (A-2) reduces to the 
well-known 5 point operator. 
(A-3) 
where I is the number of the vertical grid line and J is the number 
of the horizontal grid line through the point (I,J). This result 
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indicates that the function can be obtained for Laplace is equation by 
the average of the four surrounding pOints on a square grid network with 
a local truncation error of order 4. 
For r = 5a and 0: = n/4 Eq. (A-2) becomes the 5 point diagonal 
operator: 
(A-4) 
From these results it follows that a finite difference operator with 
a much higher order local truncation error can be obtained by adding ~ 
times Eq. (A-3) to Eq. (A-4) giving the nine point operatolI"p 
(A-5) 
By going through similar reasoning processes it is possible to obtain 
finite difference equations which utilize more of the grid points surround-
ing the point for which the function is to be evaluated. These formulas 
may be derived with the objective in ~indp such as Eq. (A-S), to reduce 
the size of the truncation e~ror as mudh as possible or they may be derived 
with the objective of developing a finite difference operator used in an 
iterative procedure of solution, so that a change in the value of the 
function at a point will have as small an effect on the immediate neigh-
boring points as possible. Examples of the latter finite difference 
- . . ; 
equations can be found for example in Chapter 13 of Kunz (1957).- Two of 
the former type of equations are given here for later reference p and can 
be found in Thorn and Apelt (1961). Thorn and Apalt call the first of these 
equations the "lOO",,:,formula li and claim the second formula has a local trun-
th 
cation error equal to the 12 order of the grid spaciDg for Laplace's 
equation. 
100 f(I,J) = 10[f(1+2,J) + f(I,J+2) + f(I-2,J) + f(I,J-2)] +7[f(I+2,J+1) 
+ f(l+l,J+2) + f(I-1,J+2) + f(I-2,J+l) + f(I-2,J-l) + f(I-1,J-2) 
+ f(I+l,J-~) -l- f(I+2,J-l)J + .[f(I+2,J+2) + f(I-2,J+2) + f(I-2,J-2) 
+ £(1+2,J-2)J (A-G) 
7548 f(I,J) = 780 [f(I+2,J) + f(I,J+2) + f(I-2,J) + f(i,J-2)] 
+ 512 [f(I+2,J+l) + f(l+l,J+2) + f(l-l,J+2) + f(I-2,J+l) + f(I-2,J-l) 
+ f(l-l,J-2) + f(I+1,J-2) + £(I+2 y J-l)] + 83 [f(I+2,J+2) + f(I-2,J+2) 
+ f(I-2,J-2) + f(I+2,J-2)] (A-7) 
These finite difference equations represent polynomial approximations 
to the continuous function throughout the field and as such we might visu-
alize that an embedded polynomial in some direction is used to approximate 
the resulting surface in that direction. 
To derive the finite difference equation which links irregular and 
boundary points with those interior to the field, the same general pro-
cedure can be followed, namely evaluating the function at neighboring 
points in terms of the function at the grid point in question by a power 
or Taylor series. Since the possible combinations of equations are almost 
unlimited and because different equations than those already developed 
apply at irregular and boundary grid points, it is desirable to adopt 
some easily visualized means of representing and deriving the finite dif-
ference equations. Utilizing boxes to minimize the amount of subscripting 
* necessary seems very appropriate for this purpose. In the box pattern 
notation, information for grid points is presented in a box as shown 
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below. The position of the grid point is given by the location of the 
box, and the small square is always in the lower left corneT of the box 
for the,point (I,J) and is used to superpose several box patterns as 
may be necessary_ 
The box combination given in Eq. (A-8) is that which could represent 
the five point operator 9 Eq. (A-a) or it may represent quite a different 
equatibn 9 relating the functions at five adjacent points if the partial 
different ial equat ion is other than that o.f Laplace 0 
Information at 
19 J+1 
Information at Information at Information at (A-8) 




If the diagonal grid points are to be included as in the nine point 
operator, the box pattern (A-B) should be rotated through 45°. The box 
pattern is not restricted to include those point's tnunediately adjacent 
to the point in question, but may extend as far in any direction as 
desired. The basic reqUirements are that the box pattern represents a 
valid finite difference approximation to a partial derivative or several 
partial derivatives of the function, and that separate box patterns be 
combined properly. The following three rules indicate these basic 
requirements: 
1. The sum of all information of the individual cells of any box 
pattern must be zero a 
2. To multiply a box pattern by a function or constant means that 
every element of every cell is· mul t ipl led by that Bame funct ion 
or constant. 
3. To add box patterns requires that the content of all cells which 
occupy the same relative position from the small square be added. 
That these rules are valid is obvious from the fact that any number may 
be multiplied by zero and the products added without altering the result 
from zero. Thus for example, the box pattern of Eq. (A-9) represents a 
':'..2f/':'..X2 second order polynomial fit for the second partial derivative 0 0 
L_ 
2£ 
f + 2 
xx h 
where h lS the constant spacing of the vertical grid lines. 
(A-g) 
The representation of Eq. (A-9) is obtained by ex~anding first for 
the point (I+l,J) and secondly for the point (I-l,J), adding the 
resclts after dropping the fourth and higher order terms. Likewise, the 
representation for ~2f/~y2 is given by: 
where k is the spacing of the horizontal grid lines. The five point 


















xx h2 f 








f(I,J-1) + f + f 
k2 xx yy 
+ 2(h~ + :2) f(I,J) = 0 , 




It is now obvious how the nine point operator can be derived by 
multiplying Eq. (A-IIa) by four and adding it to the same box pattern 
2 2 2 2 
rotated through'45° with hand k replaced by 2h and 2k . 
Box patterns for first derivatives based on central differences of 
second order are: 
f f 













By combining the four box patterns represented by (A-9), (A-IO), 
(A-12), and (A-13h a finite difference representation based on second 
degree polynomial for a rectangular grid network can be obtained for any 




a finite difference equation may be obtained by multiplying (A-9) by 
AO' (A-IO) by AI' (A-12) by BO and (A-13) by Bl and adding as shown 
below. In this case since box patterns equivalent to the first four terms 
of Eq. (A-14) are each equal to zero, it follows that -Cf + F(x,y) = 0 
and this must also be added to the central box so that the resulting 
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(A-13i) 
Thesn box nattel'rt8 are giv(,;n for the case where the boundary cuts the 
upper and right lInks of the point0. For the case where the boundary 
cuts the lower and lef~ links the coefficients t and m must be inter-
changed between the outer boxes. 
The finite difference equations J'or the irregular points are obtained 
by combining tl1is last group of box paLterns with the e:Oir) l8r t,o.\ pat tf::'n'-
as rtquired by that irregular point. Thus for example, if ,-;,~ l Y Cl h:)l'i' 
~::0lIta1 link is cut (A--9i.) (:an be aC.ded to (A-10) to obtain <., nK)~\:L_! ;ed 
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These box patterns are given for the case where the boundary cuts the 
upper end right links of the points o For the case where the boundary 
cuts the lower and left links the coefficients and m must b~'inter-
changed between the outer boxes, 
The finite difference equations for the irregular points are, obtained 
by combining this last group of box patterns with the earlier box patterns 
as required by that irregular point. Thus for example, if onty a hori-
zontal link is cut (A-9i) can be added to (A-IO) to obtain a modt{ied 
lOH 
five point operator for Laplace~ equation. Upon recognizing that 
f + f = 0 and solving for f(I,J) the following equation results: 
xx yy 
f(l, J) 0,5£ 2 h i 
(A-17) 
Likewise if the upper vertical link is cut (A-IOi) is added to (A-g) 
resulting in: 






[:2 U(r+l,J) + f(I-l,J)] ;;;r;&iJ f(I,J+l) 
2 
+ m+l (A-IS) 
and if both the upper and right links are cut (A-9i) is added to (A-lOi) 
resulting in: 
f (I, J) P,m [
£(I+l,J) f(l-l,J) h2 




Finite Difference Equations for Boundary Points 
(A-19) 
If the boundary condition is of the Dirichlet type (i.e" the value 
of the function is specified on the boundary), no separate finite diffe~-
ence equation is needed to link the values of the function at the bOllildary 
grid paints to the interior grid pojnts. Only the function at the interior 
grid points needs to be linked to the boundary by the finite difference 
equations which have already been given. In the case, however, of a nor-
mal derivative boundary condition (Neumann type) or any condition involving 
derivatives, it is necessary to link the function at the boundary grid 
points to the interior points, This can e8sily be accomplished by 
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combining the appropriate box patterns in such a way as to eliminate the 
function at grid points that do not exist 0 Thus~ for example~ in the 
simple case of a normal derivative equal to zero condition on a top hori-
zontal boundary p the bm.l!nd~ry coinciding wi th the grid line, box pattern 
(A-IS) should be multiplied by ~2/k and added to the box pattern (A-IIa). 
Since both f + f = 0 and f = OD this reduces to; 
xx yy y 
(A-20) 
In a similar mannerp the normal derivative operator for the grid 
points along a vertical boundary may be obtained by adding -2!k times 
(A-12) to (A-Ila) giving: 
(A-21) 
If the boundary is parallel to but not coincident with either of the 
grid lines, box patterns (A-12i) and (A-13i) can be combined respectively 
with ~he box patterns for normal derivatives for irregular paints (not 
given here) with shortened vertical ~nd horizontal link~, to obtain the 
finite difference op~rators" 
For a grid point om the boundary in a direction other than that of 
either of the grid lines, two alternatives of handling the problem appear 
to be available" The first is feasible for a straight boundary. In this 
alternative the ratio of spacing of the grid lines in the horizontal to 
vertical direction is selected such that one of the regular grid points 
falls on the boundary 0 To obtain the finite difference operators for 
handling a zero normal derivative on such boundary grid points both box 
patterns (A-12) and (A-l3) .are multiplied by appropriate constants and 
added to the box patterns for the Laplac.e equat.ion in such a way as. to 
eliminate the non-existent grid points" Thus, for the example given in 
the diagram on the following page p (A-12.) is multiplied by -2/h and 
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k2 2 k 
Since df /dn = 0 it follows that df (ax = -(h/k)(df/dy) and the 
box pattern (A-22a) gives the equation: 
f(1 9 ·J) 1 [f(I-1 9 3) + (h2/k2) f(I,J-l)] = 
i+h2/k2 
(A-22b) 
For straight boundaries at angles somewhat different from 45° it is 
advisable to insert additional borizontal or vertical grid lines to keep 
h/k near unity. 
The second alternative is to put additional grid points on the bound-
ary that are not part of the regular network and Gonnect these to the 
immediate interior points by finite difference equation,s. Examples of 
ways of setting up these finite difference equations can be found in the 
texts by Shaw (1950) and Allen (1954) for instance. Most of tQese 
approaches'use an interpolating technique to relate values of the function 
at the additional grid points to the function at the interior points 
through regular grid points outside the region which come as close to the 
actual boundary as possible (Forsythe and Wasow p 1960 9 Fig. 20.5). 
The box patterns can be combined to give finite difference operators 
for these additional grid points on the boundary aa illustrated on the 
following page for the situation shown in the sketch. With the direction 
of the boundary denoted by a aa shown~ the normal derivative conditioDo 
df~n = 0 0 can be expressed as~ (df/dy) + [s(Of/dx)] = O. It isJthere-
fore, clear that the box pattern for the derivative in the direction must 
b~ multiplied by s and added to the box pattern for the derivative in 
y-direction. 
The resulting box pattern must be combined with the box pattern for the 
Laplace equation in such a way as to eliminate the values in the boxes 
outside the region. This can be accomplished ~nly if tQe link with length 
q is~ q = mk/S. Since in general q will not equal h, it will be 
necessary to find the, value of the function at the point designated as 
l~ by two way interpolation from the surrounding'grid points. The 
resulting finite difference operator is~ 
f(I) = -4 [(s2+ s )f(1) + 2f(I~J'-1)] 
l+s 
It is clear that irregular points are to be avoided whenever pOSSible, 
particularly along boundaries not of the Dirichle~ type. 
Boundary 'conditions may be of more general nature than either 
f = f{x,y) or 
F(X'Y)D where 
df{an = 0 along the boundary such as af + hf +. c:f = 
x y 
c are constants for a linear' boundary con-
ditton, but may not be functions of fD f D or f if the boundary 
x. . y 
condition is nonlinear. The f~n1te diff~rence ~quations to handle the 
grid points of such boundaries, if 'linear, can be derived by combining 
1 11 
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the box pa~terns for the equations interior to the region with a box 
pattern that expresses the boundary condition in such a manner as to 
eliminate points not within the region. For nonlinear boundary conditi()ns~ 
the same general approach is valid but the box patterns· cannot be added! . 
directly. Specific examples of such boundaries are given earlier for the 
actual ,boMndary conditions used in the solution of the problem of the 
cavity formation behind a wedge including the force of gravity., Also the 
finite difference operators for the nonlinear partial differential equa-
tions of the inverse function for the axisymmetric flows is developed in 
that section of the report 0 
Methods of Solving Finite Difference Equations 
As has been stated earlier for an elliptic problem, the finite dif-
ference equations represent a set of simultaneous equations for the 
function values at all grid points on the boundary and the interior points. 
This sat of equa~ions will be linear providing that the original partial 
differ3~ti&1 eq~ation is litiear in the function and its derivatives. The 
n.onlL .. .;;ar .&~'\lations resulting from the axisymmetric flows result in a set 
of sire~ltaneous nonlinear finite difference equations. (In this case non-
lin.ear individual equations that are solved it;erativeJl.y by Newton-Raphson 
!nethoc. , ) 
In order to obtain reasonable accuracy, it is often necessary to take 
sever21 hun~red or even several thousand grid points in the interior and 
on the boundaries of the flow region o As a result, the number of equations 
that must be solved simultaneously is enormously large. The methods of 
solving this set of simultaneous equations may be subdivided into the 
direct methods and the iterative methods 0 The iterative methods have been 
favored in ~he past and have been used herein. However? the direct methods 
of solution are practical in certain cases, particularly if the number of 
grid points is not too large, and may have advantages for certain types of 
problems. (See, for example, Zienkiewicz, 1966 0 Fox, 1962, also discusses 
the possibilities of direct methods furth~r.) 
Obviously direct methods must take advantage of the simple form of the 
matrix of coeffieients, and such well known·methods as Gaussian elimination 
without simplifying to utilize the sparseness of the coefficient matrix 
would not be practical p if for no other reason than the amount of storage 
required in the computer, 
Iterative Methods of Solution 
The method used to obtain the solution to the finite difference 
equation is the Gauss-Seidel procedure of successive displacements with 
an over-relaxation factor. This prDcedure combines with' the method often 
called LeibmannHs method (1918) an over=correction to each value. By 
this method the grid points are repeatedly swept through with the v~lue 
of the function adjusted at each point by the finite difference operator. 
The new value is used for all comput~tions involving it immediately after 
it is obtained. If the field fa swept across from bottom to top of the 
network (J':= 1 D 2 D ' • , ) moving from left to right (I = 1,2, ' , , ), .then 
the Gauss-Seidel iterative procedure with succeSsi~e over-relax~tion can 
be expressed mathematically by the two equations: 
i(k+l)(I,J) = o25(f(k)'(I+l
r
J) +f(k+l)(X-lDJ) + f(k)(I,J+l)+ f(k+I)('I,J_l») 
and (A-23) 
f(k+l)(I,J) = f(k)(I~J) + W(f(k+l)(IrJ) _ f(k)(I~J))' 
in which th~ superscript denotes the number of the iteration r and W is 
the over-relaxation, factoro 
The method has been used here primarily becau.se of its simplici.ty in 
writing a very short algorithm f6r instructing the computer to carry out 
the solution, and it cQnverges generally as rapid or more rap~dly than 
other simple pr,ocedures 0 
Convergence of the Gauss-Seidel procedure is not guaranteed for all 
finite difference operators or in all cases p and! the actual rate of con.,. 
vergence has been determined only for simple cases. Convergence is guar-
anteed only if the coefficient matrix has diagonal dominance and is 
irreducible, (Forsythe and Wasow, p. 236, 1960.) Even though more recent 
investiga,tions have concentrated on producing procedures which will con-
verge at the quickest possible rate~ no universal method can guarantee 
the quickest results for all problems. The solution of Laplace's 
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equation in a rectangular region with fixed boundaries is one of the 
simple cases for which convergence can be guaranteed by the Gauss-Seidel 
procedure, providing p of coursep that the over-relaxation factor is not 
taken too large. 
It is known th.at a linear iterative method such as .the Gauss-Seidel 
method converges if and only if the spectral radius, Ap is less than 
unity. (Varga 1962.) The spectral radius, Ap is the maximum of the 
eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix resulting from the method. No 
attempt is made 'here to discuss this theory in detail, (se~ Forsythe and 
Wasow p 1960 p Chap. 20 and 21); however p a very cursory review of the 
theory seems appropriate. 
In matrix notation a soiution of the system Af = B 
In an iterative solution some approximate solution f(k) 
produces a new approximation .f(k+~) = H(k)f(k) + V(k) 
is required. 
at step k, 
where Hand 
are respectively matrices and vectors that represent the simple fini~e 
(k+l) . process for producing f . For convergence it is required that 
Af(k) - B ~ 0 as k becomes large. The error at arty step is~ 
v 
(A-24) 
From the process of producing 
error vectors satisfy the equation 
If H is independent of k then; 
(A-25) 
Clearly convergence of any iterative procedure depends on Ho If H 
is a symm~tric matrix of order np . it has m independent eigenvectors 
Vi i i = l, 2, .' .. n with associated eigenvalues "i p and the error can be 





= 2 at. "k V. (A-26) 0 1 i 1. 
1=1 
The absolute value of the . largest eigenvalue max IAil is called the 
spectral radius. From Eq. (A-26) it is clear t~at max IAil must be 
less than unl~y for convergence and that the rate of co~vergence 1s very 
rapid when maxi Ali is near zero and becomes v~ry slow for max Ai 
near unity. From, Eq. (A-26) it can be seen that .thre ODspectral radius 'D 
is ~be ultimate ratto, as k becomes large, of corresponding components 
of successive error vectors~ and that the rate of convergence--i.e., the 
number of digits by which t~e error is decreased at each step--is given 
by the logarithm of the reciprocal of the spectral radius. 
For problems of any size involving elliptIc finite differenoe equa~ 
tions the spectral radius is commonly very near to unity. The use of a~ 
over-relaxation factor 'IN is a means of accelerating this rate of con~ 
vergence. Young (1954) showed that under certain conditions, the'most 
, 
important of which is property AD that the over-relaxation.factor which 
.would give the optimum rate of co~vergence is given by: 
W 
opt 'IN :;; opt (A-21) 
where hI is the spectral radius of the Jacobi method of simultaneous 
displacements. (All old values of fi k ) are used to compute the new 
value~ of f(k+l) requiring ~he storage of two arrays of grid point$.) 
i ' 
Equation (A-27) thus gives a means of getting the optimum rela~ation 
. 
factor~ but requires that iteration begin USing th~ Jacobi method with 
the resulting duplicate arrays until the ratio of successive' errors 
becomes reasonably co~s~ant. An improvement Which ,does not require 
! 
starting the iteration by the Jacobi method and 'which causes convergence 
to occur more rapidly at first has been suggested by Cqrre (1961) where 
the optimum over-relaxation factor Is computed by using an over~relaxation 
factor smaller that W 






where is the largest eigenvalue of the iterative matrix corresponding 
to 
t· u r a D i ric 11 jet 1J r () b 1 e III for the Lap l;J c e e qua t ion ina s qua rE;O f ~~ i z e 
,\ it h ,1 .,.,qLLil'C !letwc)~'i, of 45 horizontal and 45 vertical grid line~ 
( L~) 3 Pi 1 n L e rio!' J-) \ >i n t s ), For s y the and W'd sow (1 96 0 , p. 2 30) ;, hew L hat the 
l'~)te of CU!1\'el'gence ior the Jacobi method 1S 0.00244. This V'dllle is com-
t,ul cd t l'l'!:', :. hE:- ~ ormula . 1\ r, 
..) 
2 / 
= cos a = I-A /2 ( a is the grid spacing) 
v:Ili.cll gh'es the convergence factor fol' tht:; 11,etbod of simulta:1pous dis-
pL1cement ,<e: , Thl» convergence of the Gauss-Seidel method i(,r a problem 
1;:1 lL a coefJ .. ;.cient matrix with properLy A wilhout an over-relaxation 
f ae L or (, 1 . (~ . , W = 1) is twice that of the Jacobi method since its spec-
tral radills is the square of that given above for the Jacobi method. Bv 
using the optimum over-relaxation factor for the above problem, FOl'sythe 
ewe! Wasow (1960, p. 256), show the rate of convergence for the Gauss-
8elC1e1 method is approximately 30 times faster than for W 1. It is, 
1 here L \!l'e, clear that over-relaxation can greatly reduce the number .... dJ .. 
it 81'8 t llHlS required to get a solut ion. While the Lheory does not apply 
[or i!l8t .'ices without property A, over-r81axation may also be advanta-
:2,"':'-(,1.1S ll~ ::iccclerati..ng convergence for the~;e problems. 
\s In(' LI LO~1Cd above, a theoretical toundation lor YoungTs over-relaxa-
PX' "" " ()nly for matrices which have property A. Any matrix has 
prupert.)- A if it can he put in lohe form (by permutation of its rows 
and C()~VilnS jf necessary): 
L D U !I-:~ n-l n-l 
L 
n-l D n 
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where the 'D! are square diagonal matrices 0 The coefficient matrix for 
the Gauss-Ssidel method is dependent on the order in whi~h the grid points 
'1 (U 14 
are operate,dt Many different orders are acc'eptabls in order to get ,prop-
erty A. Fortunately, the ordering of the points along the'first row and 
then continuin~ across the second row~etcoD is consistent'with property 
A thus making the programming simple by nesting iterative loops in which 
oJ = 1,2D ••. D up to the number of horizontal grid ,lines as -I = 1,2'000' 
up t~ the number of vertical grid lines o Boundary value problems involv-
ing complicated derivative boundary conditions as well as finite difference 
operators~ other than the five point, mu.nst be examined individually to 
see if they satisfy property Ao In the problems which are solved in this 
re~ort, in order to keep the programming as simple as possible, the opt imum 
over-relaxation factor' has not act.ually been computed t>y the methods 
described" but rather' a value close to the theoret icel for the square 
region has been used, medified somewhat from experience gained in solving 
the problem. 
Numerical Differentiation and Integration Used 
to Obtain Conjugate Functions 
FrequentlYD it has been necessary to obtain the values of a function 
along the boundari~s of the flow region or through the flow region from 
the solution of another variable, The equations used for the conju~ate 
inverse functions' y and x will be given as an example, The sam~ 
equations applYD however p for the inyerse conjugate functions In(l/V) 
and 9 p ~nd alse for • and t in the physical plane with sligh~ 
modifications f·or axisymmetric relat:i,ons, 
The integrations indicated QY equations such as 
and! 
(these equations and others are derived in earlier parts of ttiis report) 
must be performed numerically since an algebraic description of the 
function involved in the equations is unknown. Carryi~g out this numer~ 
ical integration can be thought of as a two step operation. The, first 
" 18 
step is to evaluate the partial derivatives within the integral sign~ 
and the second step is the indicated' line lntegrat ion 0 
For boundary points the derivatives must be evaluated using only 
information on one side of the point in questi~n. For these points the 
numerical differentiations have been based either on the Gregory-Newton 
forward or backward interpolation formulas as required by the position 
of the boundary. For these rows of grid pOints adjacent to the boundaryp 
one bit of information is available on one side. This information has 
been used along with several bits of information on the other side of the 
point. FinallY9 for grid points far enough interior to the region p cen-
tral differences have been used for both the numerical differentiations 
and subsequent integrations. These numerical formulas are based on the 
Bessel interpolation formula and use equal amounts of information on both 
sides of the grid point o 
Boundary Grid Points 
Boundaries in the $~ plane which coincide with a streamline require 
the evaluation of the derivative of the conjugate function with respect 
to W. For example p if x is to be determined using x = JV(dY~)d~? 
it is necessary to first evaluate (dy/d~)$. It can be evaluated by 
different iat ing the Gregory-Newton forward in"terpolat i9n formula: 
(A-29) 
in which 
(Note that fourth order terms have been truncated; therefore~ the differ-
entiation formula to be developed is based on a third degree polynomial 
fit.) 
Differentiating Eq. (A-29) ~ith respect to r results in: 
2 2r-l A2 3r - Sr+2 A 3 
= 6yo + ~ u YO + 6 u YO + •• ~ (A-30a) 


APPENDIXD-FORTRAN program to solve model .3 (k=ko{OC+~y+yx) 
• 1 F (I, ~'A I ~ y Y 
rr.;1F(·,rf< T1X(2tldIYPI) 
IH AL 1<\), KC;, KOC, r,f\., ~ r'?F" Kf1?:), VO??, K(,;~C:?, II" r"!.,r: q, vrl")~\" V0~"-- /j. j/r)'l(;, 
<f K r, 21 ~ I) , ~,I' , ~ G • K O? G ~~ , K C? r.J. , K r: .? ~ G 
CO f'.' IV cry ( "1 , 4 I ) , " ( r:; 1 , 4 1 ) , v r , !'I • P , G , I' t I , r , 7 r" I r, \.: , r r C~~,I C f r t I!, r r . r> , r:- --' f' • 
I K 02, {,;; , f\ ~ , I :r-' , r~ ..... , \.? , (, 'i , ~ 1 ~ 1 , r 141 , F 1 ~? , r I ~ ~ , r 1 ? n , F I? 1 , F 1?" , r, ").,." r" 1 ")/1 
" • f' I?', • I II r • F 1 1 I .1 II? F I 1 :l • F 11 II • F I 1 'l. F 1 1 f-. • F 1 I:., I 1 I • F 1 1 n • r I 1 I '. r 1 1 • 
(tFl~,F Ij,F14,f l~',t lfl,F17,rli-,f-lq,r~41.~?"':l:1 ,F?~~,F...,,,~,I='??n,c:?:"'1 ,r.?'")~ 
"!.. , r 2?) • ~ ?? 4 , F ~ 1 ( , ~ ? 1 1 , F? 1 ? , r 2 1 ~ , r;? 1 I~ , r:::, 1 c:: , r? 1 (, , r ~l 1 7 , r ? 1 Cl , r? , f) , I='"? 1 , r 
'-: , r 2 1 , f" ?? , F 2.3 , F? L, , F ;- 1.-, , F ~ (, , ~ 27 , F;; fl • r;: (~ , r 1 "' 1 , n 1 ? 1 , r 1 :;? , II 1 1 , r', 1 "), 
J r: 1 1 ~~ , n 1 1 4 , r 1 1 I) r II 1 1 t-' , r~ 1 (I , r'] 1 , [' 1 ,? , rl 1 " r 1 14 , r' 1 t- , n?:- 1 , n?? 1 , r ~,?;' , .....,? ~ 1 , 
l[)?12,r'~1>~,C211+,r ;.l~,n;",lr,r?O,r'?l ,""'??,r2"l,r.,?/4,r')?C"),r-ll,\'(G,r-'II,~ ':,"'(, 
'l~,Cl,1 ~.~ ,l ... :t,r It,~ /IX,: ',TT,v('nS,r"tl?,t'I,,~,~'J.-"l,~IC ... ?,r-'('"·,:.,r S/4 
~,F'l;~,l f = U 
1 I)F ,.\r:(~, lC'0) r,f-<.~ t"r.( ,IIO,";,P"I',r-.,\'II,r"IC] 1 
r,~: r lJ~[lt I~ Of I ~LI I-'f i\rl GrT~l Llf'f c t!C, t,\II\'Ilr-P ~I r1Tp r rroLT'''''S 
l 1\:( f.l,fl'F'< rF (,TfrrvlT'··rcl T(' (,"')t(":tt) ('I=" rI1At~!Fl K()(',f',r, ,'\"C) r: 
L ~ 'F -,,'" ~ {" r. II I T Y f-- t I , I ~ T. I I r T .·T ~ ~ '1\ T r rei P F- (\ r ::- t, r' r [) fI T ~ r r t :' Y 1 • 
l'r(T~' IJF .'I':Tt-I~ II C~f'~.t'tL 7 c 11 rc,T. ('[ rTr~r rlr.~': 
1(,[1 FCP~I'T(3I~",Fli .',.F' .?) 
IF (r.t .Fr.. qC) (-l T( n(l 
f!f Al: ('), 1 n{\) r .. A)', I l..,' I 1, r-1Cf':(.." f ,)1-', \- ,1=".'1 1 , F" fl" L 
~/\I r,tJf'o.llrp Ct ITtP/\Tlr~.C r~ T1 ~I,·.n'r~r (lr:- TTrpf'TI 0 t S 'lr T1,rr' ()TTT'-
'iOI,S t,lWh[f.: GF 11,j,ATIr' :'1 T ,,<:'1' , A[\JlJ"'1J1:r ':rr'[:' reF O·t,"''''1 
fr~I' rld~CR p Af... r~Vf Tf~~ ~'\, r f<-PF L 1'. '( il T T ('~' ~ fie Tr" r·~,q ! r 
lfb(' FIFLr' I( ';CT IldfJLI 7r l I='" "flfII J~ Lrc,c T~!" 1.( rT~'rl "cr'lt'( I','r. 
l,r;=Ft f' 
If (i,' .I·C. I) l' ::l'~J 1 
I,PIT! (n,l('l) ",1,1 S,{IC,r<C'I~,I',,'-·,{-,\I~·,r~,7c' 
1L,l f-Cf'riT(l! ,~~·',f'=,I.~,/n'! ~>=-,1.),4~' rC=,I~,~l-j 1-::-,f7. 1.,lH(,r l .~,'I~t, 
q 7.y.,;'!''rt,t 7.1~,?1 Xl ,41' 1·=,tL).?,~1I [1=,Fr:;.?,'J! "7( =-,r-~,.""') 
,\' I ~ I T L ( '.J , 1 r' 2) ~\" l f' r { , I -:' L'~. , ': f'\ X 
1 I;:' rOI,'J;,T (ll'(,,?,l,f-OVI-r-l,f l.(lYf',TIC' F,'\CT0 D =,rt-..?, 171~ f DI (',J I'l'r~"r-T~D-, 








F- ~'1s=r S,J 






KI\=KCr, .. (t\~. (")+P .. ~·h-lIJ ... H;*( 1 
crlA TF =K A HI ',<I"f'/f. t·J"" 
h In Tf (c,. I ? [J n) r. rAT F 
















F 120=-V,02h*A2*G-? *r. 
rI2i=K023*G?*A - -
F 122=K023*G2*O 
-----ri23=- i2. *l<.O-2*A *P.*G 
F 124=-K02h*G*R2 
F125=.2'i*!<'02*G:l 
_______________ i';.9_;f.JG=KO_Z~*§ ______ _ 
F 11 O=-K02:>*A3-? * A 
___ f UJ~!<Q2~!i! AZ, __________ _ 
F 112=K023G*R2 
--------- -- --------_._-_._-----_.-. 
F 11'~=?"VG?'I( .r.., 





F 11,1=I"F 117~ 
f- 11 g = - • t 1 .. t< (. ... f ~. G 
F1111,=-?<r 
F1J=~C?*n' 
FI2=,\ •• A?<I',I'C? 
F I)=.' •• A t['?*"r? 
I< t1,=1' C? :t-~l," 
K02G4=.?~O~c?*r 
F 14=,\? .V.,r'?C" 
Fl'l=,.tn,' OV.C?(-4 
F Ib=: ?*f<.. V':)l,1I 
,IKC?=-.'-;*t *k..( 
FJ7=Ao"VC;o 
I- 1 H=il*!It\.O? 
F1q=-.~)(;*( 
F- ?31 "'i;' t· :: 
F?l.l -~_'.*~ c-1 
f' ?,''? -KC?( >r,o";' 
I- ?j,3 -r\('?f tA.*P? 
f ?c'I) =-t'-r:-'-f 
r ~,? 1 Y l,l ? ,~ .t (. .. I ~ ;> 
~ ?c.2 r<\.;?_~*(J.I>;::' 
r2;--,1 _V('?( *(;'t, 
F 2? lj .?!,., .. v, c;) -+ ~'. 
F ? ] ~l -~' C?? .. /\: -;' •• f\ 
k l~;',~:-=K('?:* 
r?J 1=K02.WOA? 



















F 27=,? .AH'<KG?I'i! 
F?I-=C?*"C?I,/, 
r 2o=-.2~'F' 
l' 131 =-KC?I,*"1* G? 
[,121=KO?~*G2'H 




[) 113=-K02f,*A2 -"-2. H' 





D~2=.3 •• B3tK02 
K02GL,=. 5 *I<02*G 












___________ . __ . ___ 02.1 ~ ::;,..12 • *.K92 ~ A.!~2 __________________________________________________ ------------- ----- .----
D215=-K02f>*G3 
0216= ..... 5*KC2*G*R2 
D20=3. *A2*G*K02 
________________ 02. 1_=(> ... '" A." 02 ~.~ 9£ --- -------------- ------------ -- - -- ------------------------------
022=3. *G3*K02 
__ I$Q.Z£l5=! 5*K o?*n 
023=A*G*K02R5 
ll24-G2*KO?l}'2 __ . _____________________ _ 
025=. ~*G2H,O 
CALL XYCOPO (I'JPlII'JCH I 




IF(1)I? .GT. NS) rv?=NS 
00 3 1=1 of,;,' 
wR I Tf- (h, I r,4) (X ( I , J) , J=" I ,1-'2) 
------;~,--;:p lTf (b, 104) (y-(f-;j);;:i=:'~;~2T--- --... 
IF(f,I'W,CH .C,T. fI .OH. Ft"P .... N .GT. 1.0) GO H) " 
I,C ?IJ7 J=I,'I.W? -'-. 
IJ),(J)=lfJC.*X( r ,.J)t • ., 
?rl7IIY(J)=10n.*Y(I,,,) •• ., 
\\InTf (7,?rfl) (ID(.J),J="JI,~2) 
---.---- \\RiTl (7,?[111) (JiY(J)'J=r'i,,\~?)----
:'i \-,R I TF (h, I( ~) 
?IIR FOHi'lAT(lhI") 
III', FOI'WAT(H,(]) 
l()/j FOf<I-'AT(111 ,lhFI'.;;) 
1, (rJ2 .fO. 1"0') (0(, TC: 1 
M I =1>11 t 16 
,V?=U2+1f, 
bO T0 " 
go STOP 
FIH: 
'I FeR l<YCCOP 
--------- ~,lltmCt;T IN, XYCOK[, (r,PlJI\CI') 
RFAL KO,KC?,~OO,Ka,~n,Ks 
C orv:rvcr~ y ( ~ 1.41 ) , x ( Cj 1 ,41 ) , k r , r, , ~ , r , lit-!, r, ?C", • 1 If"' , !'oj 1 ,n~ (~~·~C , 1="" II, rllr:; , r" Rf) , 
'KO?, i\?, A". H? rlU d-? c,', r I'll , r 14 I , r 1 :~?, r I "P, F 12n, F 121, F 1 2::>, F 12 ~, r 1 ?I] 
'1 , F 12', , F II IJ , f- I I I , f- 11 2 , F 1 1 'i , F 114, F I I', , F II (" F 1 17,,11 f , F I In, FIll ') , f 1 I , 
'" F I£', f- L) , F 1 4 , F I ~) , f- 1 Ii , F 17 • f1 Ii , r- 1 0 , , ? q I ,,2'11 , f- ? 'I? , , ? :'i :'l , F 2? n , F ?, I , F 2 ? ;> 
~ • F 2 2,' , F?? 4, F 21 [I, f- 21 1 , F 21? , F 21 ~, r? 1 4, F? 1 '5 ;r:-?' If,'', F' ;"1 -7, F? I" , F 2 J q, F? 11 n 
'b,F;:> I ,F22,F23,F?4,r:''i,F2f",27,F?A,r?g,rl:1 ,1'1?1 0I'1::>?,rl11 ,nIl?, 
, I: 113, [) 114, I' 11", i, J If" 0 J n , r II , r 12, ') 1:1 , f" 14, nIL, , f" 2;',1 , D? 21, r ,?2 '" , ')? I \ , 
'H:? l,), nc 13, D2 14, r:? I 'i, 021(" r20, 1'21, r?2, f"?:', r24, f'l?<" I< fl, 0<(;, "I', t'e" 'JC, 
U"Cl ,r ... Hr-r,~sr. ,hf~.r.;j.l,X,t PIT,rv('nS,~!~?,t'I--l~,t:~Il! .f'IC;?,"!S~,: S4 









IF (f,I' .GT. 0) CC TO III 
CO <'I J=I,~!S 
?I Y(I,J)=O.O 
DO 22 J=I rlK 
22 -Y(I\H,J)=H[ 
DO 23 J=r-.:C I, h9' 
?~ Y (I\H,J) =f'r,~r:* (FLoAT (J-tK I IIW<;nC) **1." 





DEL l=Y I NHHALF .NS I-Y INHHIILF. NC I 
- --rlEL2=O;;:OFL1' - -- -' -- .. ------------------------------------------------
FHALF=NH-NHHALF + 3. 
NHHAL:'I=NHHALF -3 
DO 46 l=NHHALl,NHM 
-----------,,-f,- -Y Ii ; rK I =Y ( i , NSI .:.i)ELi::riEi2-;TFL0AT(f:NHHAL-~T;F-HA-CFT*-,;T.-i\--------------
DO 15 I=NHHALl,NHM ---DEL1~ (-r (1 , NC -I'::" i-I-;i-)'-;F-NC-----------------------------------------------------
____ ----'O""f..."L.2.::..!.r ( I , NS) - Y ( I • NC ) ) IONSNC 
DO 60 J=2,NCI' 
Y( I ,J)=Y( I, ll+FLOAJ (')-1) *['[1-1 
00 15 J=NC1,NSM 
15 Y( 1, J) =Y (I, t,C) +FL_Q/\ TJ,J-N<::LH2El..2 _____________________________ . 
DO g 1=I,M-' 




DO 27 1=?,I\Hrv 
:eLl, ! ) =. 2~* (Y J.I, lJ..:':.YJ..l!...2.l.±.Y( 1-1,1) + Y ( I + I, I) ) 
flO 27 J=2, NSrv 
llIF= .25* I Y (1+1 ,J) +Y I I .J+1J +V I 1-1 ,Jl +J' U1J-J.IL",Y I J ... Ll 
SlW=C,U~'+O IF *0 IF 
27 YlI.JI=YlI,J)+1.I.*DIF 
NCT=t,CT+I 
IF (SlJI' • G T. • 001 .lltill~..lJ..(I • .LI. .15 L ..G..C_li_2"-'S-'----__ 
DYO=Y II, .... , I l-Y (~'f'~, I) 
PO=KO* (Att-:*Y (11.,,01» 
DO 2 u J=2, ~iS 
DYl=Y (N ..... ..;l-V (t:t,~ .Jl 
PI=KO*IAtp*Y(Nf-,..;) I 
X 1 hi"' J) =x (N~" J-l) + .S.! {DYQIPOill'!'1fE'J.J. 
PC:=FI 
2.9 OYO=r. Y1 
DY<J=Y (tiH, r,S) -Y (~'h, NS") 
I=NH 
50 1=1-1 
-------"~g~~~ ~ ~~~! ~~ ~; ~;~~~) 
X ( 1 , r,s ) = X ( I. I .r:5) + • c.* (n YO/Po+rY II" I ) 
P('=PI 
[)YO=I~Y I 
IF(I .(,T. !l GO TO :'in 
__ .. ~_II,1 )=0.(' 
PKOII=. '11 (t *KO) 
XXC=X(I'~IC,) 
no ?:'i4 J=2 d,S 
23" X(I,JI=X(I,,,-1)+I,KOA*(Y(?,J)tY(2,,J-I» 
DIFI=(XXC-x( I ,1\5) )/(XXC-X(NfI,r,S» 
no 235 I=?,'JHrv . 
K=r,H-I+l 
'X(K,I,C;)=X(K,bS)-1 IFI"(X(~ .r6)-X(~!"d·,S» 
00 31 I=?,f\.H1>I 
-----F-rl=x( I,W.,)/FNS 
X (I,?) =F1] 
00 31 J=3,r6~' 
:~I X<I,J)=X(J,J-I)HII 
-'in NCOlJU=O 
------'~~I~n6~~~b~f, (X (I ,J) ,J=1 d S) 
21'i ",RITf (6,216) (Y(I,JI,J=lrI"SI 
2-i~ FOk1>lAT(111 dbF!'.2) --
____________ :?o_ 5lJl-I= 0 • 0 _ 
IF(NCOUNT .EO. 3) ",=Wl 
_____ ~~"'-~'-'~~~=.."I'-'.'-"8"'3-""3.>!..3333*Y (t.H, NS) -3. *y (Nfl, f'S") + 1. 5*Y (f!H, NS?) -. 333:'1:<3:1:'*.Y._It_1H_, 
__________ . _____ E'_Q=KO* (/I+f,.*IIH+G*X jJII.H, /'.!2U_._ 
~,HHI\L I =~"'.jf'ALF t I DO 2 1=2, t·'hi'! 
CO Ij I=2,f-.ifW CFNTFRLINE 
X (1,1) =0.0 ----------------NCT=O 
FIl=FLOAT(I-l)/F~H _________ ~V2~4~=~Y~I~I~,~2~)~+~Y~(I~,~2~)~~------------------------------________ __ 
FH,I="II*FIl ---------------- -- --------- -------- YI3-V(I+l,1)~Y(I-lrl) 
Y(I,I )=FI/'I-['>*FII Y13M=Y(I+I,I)-YII-l,l) 4 Y ( I , r JS ) =F I H 1 ----------------C-Y3=F231;Y 24 +F-"33'---------------------------------------------------------------
DO 45 1=1 d,HHALF CY2=F220+F221*Y?4 
nfL -1 = ( Y ( I , r,s) :.y i1~1Tl7FTic-- -----------C-yi=F?i 0+1:--21 i *Y 24 +H*y-i3'-----------------------------------------------------------






FY=F?4 1 * YT *VT :1+( Y1*YT3+( Y? * YT2 ~CY 1 *YH CYO 
DFY=4. of ?41 *YT3 +.1. "rY~*Yl:;;+2:.CY?·*-YT-+r-YT--­
rJ If-=FY leFY 
YT=YT-ll IF 
r.CT=I,CTQ 
IF(f\f'C;(rIF) .Gr. .00001 .~t"-Jr. '·I(T .LT.IO) r·f) TO 1 
rJIF =YT-Y (I oJ) 
SIW=<,LIJ+ll! F -I' Tr 
Y ( I , 1 ) =Y ( I , 1 ) +\-Ji I, I F 
U-',Trr, PORTIO!. 
CO ..3 ...;=?,r S",: 
'·;(T=II 
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